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ABSTRACT

Castable refractories are applied in dangerous environments in which it is un-

practical to avoid crack initiation. Therefore, their microstructure is usually com-

plex in order to hinder crack propagation by toughening mechanisms. One way

to quantify such mechanisms is calculating the work of fracture via the so-called

Wedge Splitting Test (WST), which allows for stable crack growth. However, this

method is experimentally laborious and the usual result is only one parameter per

test. The stability of the propagating crack leads to opportunities for additional

analyses to better understand the fracture process. The present work focuses on

extracting more information from one single WST. Parameters relevant to linear

elastic fracture mechanics (i.e., crack tip positions during the propagation, stress

intensity factors, and T-stress) and insight into the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ)

described by various cohesive zone models were sought as well. Three different

numerical methodologies are compared on the same experiment, namely inte-

grated digital image correlation, and two finite element model updating methods.

The first one uses analytical fields accounting for the presence of a crack in an

elastic medium. The second and third ones consist in updating finite element

models using cost functions on the displacement fields and on the experimental

force, respectively. Slightly different crack tip positions were found by the three

methods. Stress intensity factors and T-stresses were also calculated. Using co-

hesive elements, it was possible to further analyze the FPZ length, which was

found not to be fully developed in the test studied herein. This result proves that

the examined material has the ability of bridging rather long cracks.

Keywords: wedge splitting test; digital image correlation; finite element model

updating; crack propagation; cohesive elements; fracture process zone
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RESUMO

Análise da propagação de trincas no método da cunha via

correlação de imagens digitais e análise de elementos finitos

Concretos refratários são utilizados em ambientes com alta periculosidade

nos quais é inviável impedir a iniciação de trincas. No entanto, sua microestru-

tura é usualmente complexa de forma a dificultar a propagação de trincas por

mecanismos de tenacificação. Uma maneira de quantificá-los é calculando a

energia de fratura através do método da cunha, que permite uma propagação

estável de trincas. Entretanto, este método é trabalhoso e geralmente resulta

em apenas um parâmetro por teste. A estabilidade da propagação da trinca per-

mite análises adicionais para melhor compreensão do processo de fratura. O

foco do presente trabalho é na extração de mais informações de um único teste

pelo método da cunha. Parâmetros relevantes para a mecânica da fratura lin-

ear elástica (i.e., posição da ponta da trinca durante a propagação, fatores de

intensidade de tensão e a tensão T) e uma melhor compreensão sobre a região

de processo de fratura descrita por vários modelos de zona coesiva também

foram investigados. Três diferentes metodologias numéricas são comparadas

para o mesmo experimento, sendo elas a correlação de imagens integrada, e

dois métodos de atualização de modelo de elementos finitos. A primeira usa

campos analíticos que consideram a presença de uma trinca em um meio elás-

tico. A segunda e a terceira consistem na atualização de modelos de elementos

finitos com funções erro baseadas nos campos de deslocamentos e na carga

medida no experimento, respectivamente. Posições de ponta de trinca ligeira-

mente diferentes foram encontradas pelos três métodos. Fatores de intensidade

de tensões e tensões T também foram calculadas. O uso de elementos coesivos

permitiu uma análise sobre o tamanho da região do processo de fratura, o qual

não estava totalmente desenvolvido no experimento aqui analisado. Este re-

sultado prova que o material examinado tem a habilidade de tenacificação pelo

mecanismo de bridging e com trincas consideravelmente longas.

Palavras-chave: método da cunha; correlação de imagens digitais; atualização

de modelo de elementos finitos; elementos coesivos; zona do processo de fratura
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1 INTRODUCTION

Castable refractories are utilized for the production of steel, glass and oil

derivatives, among others. They are found as coatings and as lining in contain-

ers for many transformation processes, especially when high temperatures and

corrosive environments are involved. Optimizing these materials may not only di-

minish their application and maintenance costs, but also improve their efficiency

and lifetime. This would lead to smaller energetic consumption, and economic,

environmental and social gains by reducing the risks involved.

The high temperatures involved and many variables of these processes high-

light the importance of understanding the mechanisms that drive the fracture of

these materials. This knowledge allows the development of new compositions

and microstructures along with supporting the proper material selection for given

applications.

Many standardized tests (e.g., 3 or 4-point bending tests, with and without

notch) may be used to obtain important properties of these materials such as re-

sistance and damage by thermal shocks, fracture energy and strength [1]. How-

ever, all these experiments often yield only a few data per test. As another exam-

ple, the Wedge Splitting Test (WST) is mostly used to evaluate solely the fracture

energy of castable refractories [2]. Such technique is usually applied to relatively

voluminous specimens, and its setup may be laborious. If more information could

be extracted from every single WST, not only an improved analysis would be pos-

sible but also the time and resources spent on it would become more profitable.

Part of this challenge is addressed herein thanks to full-field measurements

instead of point data, by using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). This measurement

technique allows localized phenomena to be quantified, e.g., crack wake effects

and the fracture process zone on crack propagation in concrete-like materials,

which would hardly be visible and quantifiable by other techniques [3]. Another

selected tool is numerical simulations of this test using the Finite Element Method

(FEM). By using comercial codes (e.g., Abaqus™), analyses with cohesive zone

models are possible. Furthermore, these techniques may be coupled, using DIC
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to validate FE results or as input Boundary Conditions (BC) for the Finite Element

(FE) models.

In the work presented hereafter, three different techniques, namely integrated-

DIC, FE analyses and Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU), are applied to the

same WST. The main goal of this Master thesis is to compare what can be ob-

tained with each methodology and to discuss its advantages and disadvantages,

providing which information and insight each of them brings about the fracture

process in the material.
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2 BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW

2.1 Castable refractories

Castable refractories are ceramics utilized for the fabrication of materials un-

der high temperatures. In general, they are composed of big aggregates bonded

by a fine (usually porous) matrix. Their main usage is as coatings of furnaces,

cauldrons, and containers that are directly in contact with corrosive elements at

high temperatures. For this application to be possible, these materials should re-

tain their needed properties (e.g., mechanical, chemical, physical) in acceptable

levels even in these aggressive environments. Among all refractories, castable

refractories are classified as monolithic, since a pre-form is not necessary (e.g.,

brick shape). This allows for a faster, easier and cheaper installation, and also

guarantees fewer joints susceptible to corrosion [4].

The raw material components (i.e., aggregates, matrix components, binders)

are selected in order to obtain adequate phases and microstructure for the de-

sired application. One should also consider the material processing route, which

may be affected if the raw material is changed. In this way, the distribution of

sizes and average diameters of particles, the additives, and their actions, such

as chemical reactions and related kinetics, become crucial for the understanding

and development of new materials [5]. The development of castable refractories

is intimately coupled with the demand for oil, glass and base material (e.g., steel,

metal and other alloys) industries. Thus, new ways to improve process efficiency,

equipment lifetime and predictability of failures are addressed since the beginning

of the 20-th century given the high risks involved in these processes [6].

Some important findings in that area are the increased refractoriness with

the alumina content, as can be deduced from the binary phase diagram Al2O3-

SiO2, and also the improvement of analysis techniques such as Scanning Elec-

tron Microscopy (SEM), which helped for the understanding of the microstructure

of these materials. New materials were also developed aiming to improve re-

fractory properties [7]. An important example is the AZS (Alumina-Zirconia-Silica

or Al2O3-ZrO2-SiO2) case, in which the eutectic composition leads to a specific
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microstructure shown in Figure 2.1. The AZS system brought significant gains

Figure 2.1: SEM image of an AZS microstructure obtained by melting. In the image, E
denotes Alumina-Zirconia with eutectic structure, C for corundum (an Al2O3 phase), Z
for zirconia dendrites, and G an aluminosilicate glass that contains Zirconia. Adapted

from Ref. [7].

for glass industries by diminishing the corrosion of containers in which glass is

molten. Another point to be considered is the need for different refractories in the

same application. Depending on the step of the process, different thermochem-

ical loadings occur. The understanding of the material properties is needed for

the correct selection and application of refractories [7].

The ongoing search for innovation by industries to distinguish themselves in

the market also spurs the development of non-conventional materials. For ex-

ample, there are studies about the usage of nanomaterials or the assembly of

composites with new (or little-explored) combinations of raw materials and pro-

cessing. The high superficial area in nanoparticles guarantees higher reactivity,

which may facilitate chemical reactions to occur at lower temperatures, for in-

stance, increasing the energy efficiency of the process [5]. Another source of

innovation is the mimicking of natural microstructures [8]. An important exam-

ple is the laboratory production of microstructures that may increase to even one

order of magnitude the toughness of the composite when compared to the raw

materials [9], which are based on synergistic mechanisms observed in nacre.
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2.2 Mechanical properties of ceramics

Some general and important properties of ceramic materials are their high

resistance to abrasion, high refractoriness, high hardness and Young’s modulus,

low thermal conductivity, thermal and chemical stability, among others [10, 11].

These properties are related to their strong atomic bonds, predominantly iono-

covalent and to their crystalline structure, even if their atomic packing is less

dense than metals. The lower packing of ceramic crystals leads to a high acti-

vation energy for dislocation motions, and to the presence of few sliding planes,

which explains the brittle behavior, usually with the absence of plasticity at room

temperature. The complexity of the atomic packing leads to amorphization af-

ter melting and cooling, and thus other processing routes are needed for pro-

ducing crystalline ceramics. The processing of castables, as discussed in this

dissertation, brings inherent porosity and the presence of aggregates in the final

microstructure.

The brittle fracture of these materials makes it necessary to fully understand

their mechanical behavior, due to the possibility of catastrophic failure (e.g., to

avoid accidents). The lifetime of equipments may be augmented by engineer-

ing the microstructure in order to minimize crack propagation caused by thermal

shocks, which also diminishes randomness about various properties, reducing

costs and risks for such applications.

The porosity, heterogeneities and microcracks can be considered as defects

in a homogeneous material. In such approach, the Linear Elastic Fracture Me-

chanics (LEFM) provides a framework for such analysis. When analyzing different

loading conditions, it is common practice to consider a “mode,” mode I is related

to opening, mode II to in-plane shear, and mode III to tearing (i.e., out-of-plane

shear). For a crack propagation analysis, the most important condition is mode I

(although mixed-mode occurs), since it opens the crack faces, and therefore the

energy is used to create more cracked surfaces, while mode II and III loadings

may dissipate energy through friction instead of opening the crack [12].

Let us consider a sharp defect of size 2c in a very thin plate, which will be con-

sidered as an infinite medium in 2D. If it is loaded in every direction, the stresses
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at the defect tip will be very high, but very difficult to calculate since closed-form

expressions exhibit discontinuities and singularities [12]. If only the opening load

is considered, we can define the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) in mode I, KI , as

KI = σY
√
c (2.1)

where σ is the remotely applied stress, and Y a geometric factor. The KI SIF

relates the size of the defect with the applied stresses, and consequently, for

brittle materials it is hard to define a single maximum tensile stress (since c is

a random variable). However, for a given defect size, we can define the critical

condition

KIc = σcY
√
c (2.2)

where σc is the remote stress at failure, and KIc a material property, the critical

SIF in mode I for a crack to propagate catastrophically, also known as fracture

toughness.

The investigation of tests with stable crack propagation is useful to better un-

derstand the mechanisms of fracture and quantify relevant mechanical parame-

ters. Let us consider a system with the testing machine and the specimen for the

wedge splitting test (WST), W denotes the total work. For quasi-static propaga-

tion, the stability condition for stable crack growth is given by

− d

dA
(Us +Um) ≤ dW

dA
(2.3)

where A is the surface area created by the crack, Us the elastic energy stored

in the specimen, and Um the elastic energy stored in the testing machine [13].

Equation (2.3) may be interpreted as the need for the release of the stored elastic

energy of the system be less than the derivative of the dissipated energy related

to the creation of new surfaces in order to achieve stable propagation. When this

inequality is not satisfied, crack propagation will be accompanied by a sudden

release of elastic energy that will cause catastrophic failure.

Two main mechanisms may lead to an increase of the energy consumption
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for the crack to propagate in castable refractories [14], which can mitigate issues

associated with catastrophic failures. The first is known as crack deflection and

occurs when part of the energy is dissipated by changes in the direction of the

propagation caused by material heterogeneities. The second is called crack tip

shielding, which occurs when compressive stresses are induced in the vicinity of

the crack tip, thereby hindering propagation. The shielding mechanism may occur

because of microcracks, phase changes (e.g., presence of non-stabilized Zirconia

in Alumina matrices), bridging between aggregates and the matrix, glassy phases

between two crack surfaces, and ramifications. Some of these mechanisms are

schematically represented in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Some possible toughening mechanisms for fracture in castable refractories.
Adapted from Ref. [15].

Measuring SIFs for different crack lengths is one way to quantify the effect of

such mechanisms. Considering a stable crack propagation, the change of SIF as

a function of the increase of the crack length shows how much the stress must

be intensified to continue the propagation. In such cases, the fracture toughness

is not constant and KIR should be considered, as the mode I SIF now depends

on the defect (or crack) length. This effect is known as the R-curve behavior and
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is commonly used to quantify fracture mechanisms [16–19]. It also allows one

to compare compositions [20] and to check the toughness of newly developed

microstructures [21]. Once these toughening mechanisms are well understood,

insight into how to develop new materials are provided in order to create outstand-

ing materials with high strength and toughness [22–25]. It is especially important

to quantify the toughness of materials related to crack propagation instead of

their initiation [9]. In general, the difficulty of determining the R-curve for castable

refractories is related to achieving a stable propagation due to its inherent brittle-

ness.

One of the usual ways of obtaining the R-curve, which means how much en-

ergy is dissipated for each increment of crack propagation, consists in applying

the theory of the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) onto standardized

tests. In this case, KIR, is given by

KIR(c) = σR(c)Y
√
c (2.4)

which is similar to Equation (2.1), but with a dependence on the defect size, and

where σR is the remote stress applied during propagation. For a plane strain state

(as in WSTs), the fracture toughness KIc is related to the fracture energy

KIc =
√

EGc
1 − ν2 (2.5)

where E is the Young’s modulus, Gc the fracture energy, and ν the Poisson’s ratio.

In a stable crack propagation regime, the crack propagation resistance, R, takes

the same value of Gc during its propagation. Therefore, using Equations (2.4) and

(2.5)

R = K
2
IR(c)(1 − ν2)

E
= σ

2
R(c)Y 2(1 − ν2)c

E
. (2.6)

By using Equation (2.6), it is possible to evaluate the R-curve during any test

for which stable propagation occurs. Expressions of Y are known for simple ge-

ometries [26, 27] such as 3-point bend tests (although it is difficult to achieve

stable propagation in this case). For cases like the WST, the configuration com-
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plicates this expression. Attempts and proposals to solve or simplify the analysis

were made, for example by Guinea et al. [28], in which a binary approach with

intact material or fully separated parts was used for the WST to numerically cal-

culate the SIFs, and obtain Y with an inverse analysis. By this approach, using

a single-parameter (KI) analysis is insufficient for application in many cases of

quasi-brittle fracture [29], and higher order terms must be used [30, 31].

2.3 Wedge Splitting Test

The Wedge Splitting Test (WST) is a mechanical test performed to obtain sta-

ble crack propagation (i.e., a smooth softening of the load after its peak was

reached) even for brittle materials such as castable refractories [2]. It allows the

calculation of the work of fracture γwof of the material, which is dissipated by cre-

ating new surfaces, thus avoiding that much of the stored energy be dissipated

in other forms like heat or sound waves. Introduced in the 1990s [2, 32, 33], it is

based on the idea of decreasing the elastic energy stored in the testing machine

by a wedge and rollers, as schematically drawn in Figure 2.3, which transmit the

vertically applied force, Fv, as a horizontal (splitting) loading of the specimen, Fh,

in a mode I (opening) regime. The horizontal force is related to the vertical load

Figure 2.3: Geometry used in the WST. (a) Frontal view with schematic of the parts used
in the test. (b) Transverse section passing through the surface in which the crack

propagates. (c) Isometric view with typical dimensions of the specimen. Adapted from
Ref. [34].

by

Fh =
Fv

2 tanα
(2.7)
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where α denotes the angle of the wedge, usually varying between 10 and 15○.

Once α becomes less than 5○, experimental difficulties arise. Conversely, a much

higher α value is less effective for stability purposes [2].

In this test, control must be performed through the actuator displacement

or, preferably, by extensometers measuring the crack mouth opening displace-

ment [2]. In the case of a force control mode, the test would only be possible until

the maximum load. One of the greatest advantages of extensometry consists in

measurements made directly on the specimen, not considering the compliance

of the testing machine. However, if the surface of the crack propagation remains

free for observation, one may follow crack propagation with optical techniques for

visual analyses with a lens or any suitable full-field measurement technique.

The main goal of the WST is to calculate the work of fracture or the fracture

energy as discussed above. The global curve Fv vs. actuator displacement is

integrated through the whole test, and the energy obtained is then divided by

the projected crack propagation area to obtain the work of fracture. This ap-

proach presents uncertainties since the elastic energy stored in the testing ma-

chine is considered. This value of γwof can be used as an upper bound for the real

γwof [35]. When extensometry is used (or DIC, for instance), it is more precise to

integrate the splitting Fh vs. notch opening to evaluate the work applied forces to

the specimen.

The geometry used in the WST is especially suitable for materials such as

castable refractories with big aggregates, due to its high ratio between the frac-

tured area and the volume of the specimen, thereby increasing the representa-

tivity of the results. To ensure that the crack is maintained in the central plane,

grooves can be cut on the two opposite faces of the specimen (Figures 2.3) to

guide its propagation. Another advantage is the possibility of producing the spec-

imen in the different geometries shown in Figure 2.4, in which Figure 2.4(a), used

in this project, is especially useful for molded castables, while Figures 2.4(b-c)

show specimens that can be easily drilled out of real structures, and Figure 2.4(d)

shows that the test can be made with any geometry, as long as it is possible to

create the pre-crack.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: Possible geometries for the WST. Adapted from Ref. [14].

More details on the specimen geometry and involved parts (e.g., rollers, blocks,

wedge) can be found in Ref. [36]. The correlations between processing temper-

atures and obtained microstructures with the material properties (e.g., maximum

force, fracture energy) measured by the WST are discussed by Ribeiro and Ro-

drigues [34].

2.4 Digital Image Correlation

The measurement technique known as DIC has been used successfully to

analyze crack propagation [37–41]. It consists in using images to measure the

motion of points of the specimen, which can occur, for instance, as the result

of a mechanical loading [42]. These images can be 2D or 3D, and the scale of

the displacements depends on the acquisition device, which allows the pixel (or

voxel) to represent physical dimensions ranging from a few nanometers to some

kilometers [43]. The growth of DIC popularity is associated not only with the

development of image acquisition devices with ever-increasing resolutions and

more accessible prices, but also to the constant development of DIC algorithms

and to the possibility of full-field measurements (i.e., displacements) instead of

point-data like conventional extensometry.

Considering a 2D case, f is the image of the reference configuration, and g of

the deformed specimen, both in gray levels. In the absence of acquisition noise,
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the gray level conservation reads

f(x) = g(x + u(x)) (2.8)

once that the gray level of any material point x 1 of f inside the Region Of Interest

(ROI) will be equal to the gray level of the same material point in g, but now will be

located at x+u(x), where u is the displacement vector of this point. An exact cor-

relation of the gray levels is not feasible since acquisition noise is always present.

To deal with such noise, the sum of the quadratic differences is minimized in the

ROI

φ = ∑
ROI

(f(x) − g(x + u(x)))2 (2.9)

with respect to the chosen parameterization of the displacement field. This ap-

proach is optimal for a white, Gaussian and homogeneous noise [43].

Since one pixel has only one gray level value, trying to measure its displace-

ments in two directions is an ill-posed problem by itself, i.e., with no guarantee

of a unique solution since many pixels may present the same brightness, even

without considering the contribution of noise. This problem is commonly solved

by using discretizations that add constraints to the system to better condition it.

In this case, the constraint is chosen as a way to express how a group of pixels

should move together, instead of letting their displacements free.

The parameterized displacement field with a finite number of field Ψi with

unknown amplitudes υi reads

u(x) =∑
i

υiΨi(x) (2.10)

so that φ now depends on the column vector {υυυ} gathering all amplitudes υi. With-

out previous knowledge of the system kinematics, the best alternative is choosing

a robust Ψi that works for the majority of the cases like a finite element discretiza-

tion [44]. In this work, T3-DIC is used with three-noded triangle elements with

linear interpolations [45, 46].

1Vectors are in bold. In this way, x represents the coordinates (x1,x2), for instance.
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It is also possible to improve this choice disconnecting nodes of the finite ele-

ment mesh when the crack path is known (e.g., by the DIC residual [46]), choos-

ing enriched kinematics [47], or choosing closed-form solutions for the test [48] in

which υi provide directly the desired mechanical parameters instead of nodal dis-

placements. In an elastic loading with the presence of a crack, the fields Ψi have

known solutions for plane stress or strain cases. When they are used directly in

so-called Integrated-DIC (I-DIC [40, 48, 49]), it is not necessary to post-process

displacement fields in order to obtain fracture mechanics parameters (e.g., crack

tip position, KI , KII , T-stress 2).

2.5 Finite Element Method

Many engineering problems like stress analyses, heat transfer, magnetic fluxes

or fluid mechanics can be described with partial differential equations, which

many times do not present simple (or even possible) closed-form solutions. The

FEM is a numerical methodology that allows the approximate solution to these

equations to be computed robustly and allowing analyses or complex geome-

tries [50].

The basic idea of the FEM is dividing the geometry into generally small ele-

ments connected by nodes, as exemplified in Figure 2.5. The physical problem is

then decomposed in a linear system of equations with the number of unknowns

equal to the degrees of freedom, which result in approximations of the desired

variable (e.g., temperature in a thermal analysis, or applied force in a mechanical

problem) in the nodal positions. Computers are generally used since the preci-

sion of results tends to increase with the number of nodes, and usually hundred

of thousands or even hundreds of millions of nodes are used in engineering ana-

lyzes [50].

The FEM was developed in the aerospace industry in the fifties, and the pa-

per by Turner et al. [51] is considered one starting point. An interesting point of

view about the beginning of its development and the context of that time can be

read in Clough [52], from the same author that introduced the terminology “Fi-

nite Elements” in the sixties. It is worth noting that similar methods were already

2Stress parallel to the propagation direction.
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Figure 2.5: Discretization of a plate with a circular hole with triangular finite elements.
(a) Desired geometry. (b) Coarse mesh. (c) Refined mesh. In this case, the more

refined the mesh, the closer to the circular geometry. Adapted from Ref. [50].

used in applied mathematics a few years before [53], and at the end of the six-

ties it was mathematically proven that the increase of the number of elements led

to convergence to the exact solution to the partial differential equation for linear

problems [50].

The fast development of the FEM is related to the increase of speed and the

reduction of cost of computers, both exponentially, which allowed the solution to

even more complex problems to be obtained in a more efficient and faster ap-

proach [50]. Nowadays, there are plenty of commercial softwares, namely, NaS-

tran™ that started at NASA, ANSYS™ that was initially formulated for analyzing

nuclear reactors, and Abaqus™ which allows user implementations and is used

in this project.

As an example of usage of FEM in the context of this work, an approach to

identify the R-curve was derived from Mathieu et al. [54], which consisted first in

determining the crack length during the test with the displacement field measured

by DIC using the software Correli-Q4™ [44]. After that, these data were used in
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Abaqus™ [55] to calculate KI by numerical methods. A similar approach is ap-

plied to the WST [35] (see Section 3.3.2), with few modifications like the geometry

and the constitutive model to better represent refractories.

Jin et al. [56] presented a methodology for obtaining the Young’s modulus, the

fracture energy and the fracture stress by inverse analysis of the WST. A trilinear

law was selected for the stress to simulate the crack wake effect, and the pa-

rameters were obtained through nonlinear least-squares minimization. With this

approach, with only one test, it is possible to estimate other parameters related to

the mechanical properties of the studied refractory. The procedure was repeated

for three samples and the results were consistent. This paper is a recent exam-

ple of the importance of the development of couplings between the WST and its

simulation to obtain material properties.

2.6 Cohesive Elements

In 1976, Hillerborg et al. [57] proposed a cohesive model that is not only suit-

able for FE analyses of concrete but also represents damage in castables dur-

ing the fracture process. It assumes that the tractions are related to the crack

mouth opening. The advantage of this type of element is that after a given load

is reached, its rigidity decays with a pre-defined law, as exemplified in Figure 2.6.

It is one way to represent damage in materials that remain with some cohesion

between the newly created surfaces by a propagating crack, which can be re-

lated to adhesives in some applications or to the crack wake effect for castable

refractories.

Figure 2.6: Two types of traction-separation laws, with some indicated parameters. (a)
Triangular (or bilinear) law. (b) So-called modified PPR model. Adapted from Ref. [58].
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Elices et al. [59] discussed many characteristics of cohesive elements and ex-

emplified its usage in three different materials, i.e., castable, polymethyl-methacrylate

(PMMA), and steel, to demonstrate the potential and relevance of these types of

models. The authors show how to define some cohesive properties and how use-

ful they are to mixed-mode loadings (e.g., mode I and II), even if the properties

were obtained for mode I fracture. They also checked that two out of the four

parameters of one of the cohesive laws needed stable crack propagation in order

to be calibrated.

Moslemi and Khoshravan [58] studied the differences between a bilinear model

and the modified Park-Paulino-Roesler (PPR) model, as shown in Figure 2.6.

They also estimated the cohesive zone size and its discretization, reporting where

care should be taken on the used mesh. Aure and Ioannides [60] used the cohe-

sive elements implemented in the commercial software Abaqus™ to demonstrate

how to model cracks in concrete, by comparing the results reported in the litera-

ture. The simulation properties were given through the thickness of the cohesive

elements, with some characteristics that influence the results, e.g., that usual

Newton-Raphson routines should not be used in such cases. In the end, they

checked that the traction-separation laws were the more suitable for concrete

among those implemented in Abaqus™.

Evangelista et al. [61] reported a new formulation of cohesive elements to

be used in Abaqus™ to analyze concrete fracture. The traction-separation of

the element was developed based on damage mechanics, and conventional ex-

periments were conducted to calibrate the parameters with physical meaning,

and considering the irreversible mechanisms that occur during fracture. The pro-

posed formulation uses zero thickness elements. Besides, they also discussed

the stability of the obtained model by using a Riks algorithm instead of the stan-

dard Newton-Raphson scheme in Abaqus™ and about the robustness for cyclic

loading, which is usually problematic for cohesive elements.

Some studies with DIC to calibrate CZM parameters were reported in the lit-

erature. For example, Ferreira et al. [62] used the Boundary Element Method

coupled with DIC to identify elastic properties and proved that a linear cohesive
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law was suitable for concrete. Even with small displacements in comparison to

measurement uncertainties, the use of measured displacement fields allowed for

parameter identification of the studied model.

Shen and Paulino [63] used DIC coupled with FE analyses for parameter iden-

tification. A 4-point bend test and a Newton-Raphson routine were used to obtain

the elastic properties. For the cohesive model, a pre-notched 3-point bend test

was selected, and the Nelder-Mead optimization procedure was used due to dif-

ficulties to obtain initial guesses for derivative-based methods such as Newton-

Raphson schemes.

The sensitivity to the parameter identification of cohesive properties using full-

field measurements was also reported by Alfano et al. [64]. The authors dis-

cussed how separating the data throughout the test can improve the identification

process. For instance, the cohesive strength is better identified with images be-

fore the peak load of the test, while the cohesive energy should be identified after

the peak.

Su et al. [65] modeled static and dynamic crack propagation in 3D analyses

using cohesive elements. One of the examples cited in this paper is the WST in

which the crack wake effect in refractories was simulated by cohesive elements

driven by a traction-separation law. The authors discussed which type of element

was used and which parameter was set, besides the comparison of the experi-

mental loading curves to simulated ones. Last, in a very recent paper, Ruybalid

et al. [66] calibrated a mixed-mode CZM using only micrographs, without coupling

force data.

This analysis shows the importance of calibrating these models, which is still

an active research field.

2.7 Conclusion of the review

From the presented bibliographic review, it was highlighted that castable re-

fractories are extremely important for many industries. Owing to their applica-

tions, certain properties are important such as resistance to thermal shock, and

to damage by thermal shock. The brittleness of these materials implies the ne-

cessity of specific experiments to obtain their properties (e.g., WSTs if stable
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crack propagation is desired and to calculate the fracture energy).

DIC may be applied to crack propagation tests such as the WST, to allow dis-

placement fields to be measured in a way to ensure experimental insight into the

fracture wake zone that would not be possible using common extensometry. The

DIC measurements can be used as input in FE analyses, and also for validating

their results. Moreover, FE analyses facilitate the stress analysis and allow the

original geometry to be modeled even with its complexities such as grooves in

WSTs.

Last, cohesive elements are suitable to simulate cracks in concrete since they

allow cohesion to be kept during crack propagation, as a consequence, say, of

toughening mechanisms. Thus, cohesive elements can simulate the crack wake

effect, and once calibrated, allow measurements and comparisons about the de-

velopment of this process zone, the R-curve of the material (e.g., obtained by

I-DIC). They give access to parameters related to the crack wake region length

and provide a tool to better compare and select materials with high resistance to

crack propagation.
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.1 Material

The chosen material is a class C, anti-erosive commercial castable refractory

classified as ultra-low cement type (i.e., 0.2 < wt% CaO < 1.0 %), with 45 wt%

Al2O3, 1.2 wt% Fe2O3, 50 wt% of SiO2 for its chemical composition [49]. The

typical mineralogical composition of the material consists of quartz (SiO2), mullite

(Al6Si2O13), kyanite (Al2SiO5), β-cristoballite (SiO2) and alumina (Al2O3) [67]. With

a firing at temperatures around 540○C there is no expansive phase transformation

from α-quartz to β-quartz, but anisotropic phases could cause thermal mismatch

that initiates and propagates cracks in the specimen [68]. These microcracks

along with some weakly bonded grains on the matrix could debond and lead to

an R-curve behavior. Water was added to the mixture up to 8.5 wt% of concrete.

Drying was performed for 48 h in a humid environment at room temperature fol-

lowed by 24 h at 110○C. A heat treatment was performed with a 1○C/min rate and

kept at 500○C for 24 h [35]. For the mechanical properties, the Young’s modulus

is equal to 17 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio to 0.2 [49].

3.2 Experiment

A single WST (performed in previous work [49]) is analyzed herein using DIC.

The sample geometry is shown in Figure 3.1, in which it is possible to see the

contour of the sample of size 100 × 100 × 72.5 (thickness) mm3, and the loading

device (i.e., wedge, rollers, and blocks). Two grooves (i.e., vertical notches, see

dashed line in Figure 3.1) were machined on two opposite faces of the sample

to reduce the local thickness and guide the crack propagation vertically, thereby

allowing the methodologies discussed in Section 3.3 to be applied.

Two Canon T5 cameras with 28-135 mm lenses were used to acquire a to-

tal of 313 pictures for both faces of the specimen simultaneously, waiting for 8 s

between each image. The illumination was provided by LEDs, and the 16-bit

images had approximately 60,000 different gray levels. The picture definition is

2601 × 1733 pixels, in which each pixel corresponds to a physical size of 62 µm.

In order to improve the contrast, a random speckle pattern was sprayed onto the
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Figure 3.1: Detailed geometry of the wedge splitting test setup. The contour of the
sample, including the pre-notch, is shown in cyan. The wedge, rollers and blocks used

to apply the load are highlighted in white, blue and purple, respectively. The vertical
groove guiding the crack vertically is shown as the dashed red line. The thickness of the
specimen is 72.5 mm. All dimensions are expressed in mm. The yellow squares show

the region used to measure the opening caused by the horizontal load and calculate the
fracture energy in Ref. [35].

specimen surfaces that were photographed. The test was performed in an MTS

810 (controller TestStar IIs) and was driven by the displacement of the machine

actuator with a velocity set to 1.3 µm/s. The loading curve of the experiment, i.e.,

the vertical force Fv vs. vertical actuator displacement ∆h, is shown in Figure 3.2.

The experiment consisted of 5 cycles, two before the maximum load, and two

after, with the unloading of the third cycle being close to the peak and the final

unloading starting approximately at 70 % of the maximum load. Further informa-

tion on this test can be found in Refs. [35, 49, 69], and the characterization of the

studied material, processing and microstructure in Refs. [67, 68].

3.3 Methodologies

The three methodologies that were applied to the analysis of WST are dis-

cussed hereafter. It is worth noting that, although they may be extended for other

cases, all of them consider a straight crack path. For the analyzed WST, this was

ensured by the lateral grooves to guide crack propagation. However, one step of

the methodology was to check this hypothesis, which can be a strong assumption
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Figure 3.2: Loading history for the test analyzed in Section 4. Each point represents two
image acquisitions (one per face, out of 312) performed during the test for DIC analyses.
The red circle depicts the picture acquisitions used to evaluate the strain fields shown in

Figure 3.3. After Ref. [35].

keeping in mind the heterogeneous nature of the material.

Figure 3.3 shows the maximum principal strain field at the end of the test [35].

It proves that the propagation was straight along the vertical direction in both

analyzed faces.

Figure 3.3: Maximum principal strain fields for both analyzed faces for the image before
the 5-th unloading. No macrocrack branches are seen. The hypothesis of straight crack

propagation guided by the groove can be made. After Ref. [35].
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3.3.1 Integrated-DIC

The main scope of usual DIC is to obtain nodal displacements as discussed

in Section 2.4. By defining the fields Ψi (introduced in Equation (2.10)) differently,

it is possible to obtain directly mechanical parameters that correspond to those

found in Williams’ series [70] using the same DIC framework (i.e., Correli 3.0 [71]).

Considering the origin at the crack tip with the cracked surface on the negative

x-axis, the displacements fields are written as [40]

u(z) =
II

∑
j=I

pf

∑
n=pi

ωj
nψψψ

j
n(z) (3.1)

where the vector fields are defined in the complex plane

z = x + yi = r exp (iθ) (3.2)

and j = I is related to mode I (opening) regime, and j = II to mode II (shearing).

The corresponding fields are described by [35]

ψψψI
n =

Vd(n)
2µ

√
2π
rn/2 [κ exp(inθ

2
) − n

2
exp(i(4 − n)θ

2
) + ((−1)n + n

2
) exp(−inθ

2
)]
(3.3)

and

ψψψII
n = iVd(n)

2µ
√

2π
rn/2 [κ exp(inθ

2
) + n

2
exp(i(4 − n)θ

2
) + ((−1)n − n

2
) exp(−inθ

2
)]
(3.4)

where κ is equal to (3 − ν)/(1 + ν) for plane stress states or 3 − 4ν for plane strain

states (used herein), ν the Poisson’s ratio, r the distance from the crack tip, θ the

angular position and A(n) defined by

Vd(n) = cos(nπ
2

)
2

+ sin(nπ
2

) (3.5)

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) provide the sensitivity fields that after being multi-

plied by the amplitudes ωj
i , which have a mechanical meaning, provide the sought

displacement fields. Equation (3.5) inputs consistent vector directions (for mode I
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and mode II) in the vicinity of the crack tip for the fields related to odd values of n,

and is equal to 1 or −1 for integer values of n. The amplitudes ωI
1 and ωII

1 give ac-

cess to SIFs for mode I (KI) and mode II (KII), respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the

two fields associated with mode I and mode II SIFs. For mode I fracture, the dis-

placement perpendicular to the crack direction is discontinuous across the crack

face. The crack tip is considered in the middle of the figures, and the cracked

face at its left (i.e., as crack propagation goes from the left to the right part of the

image). Similarly, for mode II (shearing) cracking, the displacement parallel to the

crack direction is discontinuous across the crack face.

Figure 3.4: Displacement fields ψψψI
1 (KI ) and ψψψII

1 (KII )

The amplitude ωI
2 provides the so-called T-stress, ωII

2 the rigid body rotation

as shown in Figure 3.5. Higher order fields are related to various boundary con-

ditions and account for deviations from the theoretical assumption of an infinite

medium. Note that for n = 2 the unitary sensitivity field is related to compression

(see Figure 3.5), i.e., a positive T-stress is compressive.

Figure 3.5: Displacement fields ψψψI
2 (T-stress) and ψψψII

2 (rotation)

With the use of two additional terms in the series, namely using pi = 0, ωI
0 and

ωII
0 are related to rigid body translations, and are depicted in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Displacement fields ψψψI
0 and ψψψII

0 related to rigid body translations

Although not usual, negative values of pi can help to account for nonlineari-

ties [54, 72]. It can be seen in Equations (3.3) and (3.4) that for negative values of

n, super-singular solutions arise near the crack tip (r = 0). Considering a straight

crack propagation along the x-axis the displacement related to a mispositioned

crack tip by a small amplitude d reads [73]

u(z + d) = u(z) + d∂u(z)
∂z

(3.6)

and it can be noted that

−∂ψψψ
j
n

∂x
= n

2
ψψψj

n−2 (3.7)

Equation (3.1) can be substituted in Equation (3.6), in addition to the property

shown in Equation (3.7) to obtain

w̃j
n = wj

n − d
wj

n+2(n + 2)
2

(3.8)

where w̃j
n is the amplitude of the series after the shift and wj

n before. Because of

the singular character for n = −1 when r = 0, w̃I
−1 should cancel out

d = 2wI
−1

wI
1

(3.9)

which provides an estimation of the crack tip shift to find the correct solution.

Although detailed in Ref. [49], the developed methodology to obtain the crack tip

position consists of a sequence of actions that are briefly summarized:

1. Image acquisitions of the specimen during the mechanical test;
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2. Consider a straight line as the crack propagation path, in the specimen ver-

tical groove (see Figure 3.3);

3. Consider an initial crack tip position based on the maximum principal strain

fields;

4. Define the parameters of Williams’ Series, i.e., its truncation;

5. Perform I-DIC to measure the amplitudes of the series for a selected crack

tip position;

6. Update the crack tip position based on a recursive property of the series

(see Equation (3.9));

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until convergence.

3.3.2 FEMU-U

The basic idea of Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) using displace-

ments in the error function (i.e., FEMU-U) is described hereafter. To exemplify, a

schematic representation is shown in Figure 3.7 [35]. First, T3-DIC is performed

to measure displacement fields in a ROI chosen to monitor all the propagation

region (middle of Figure 3.7). The same ROI is then considered in an FE model,

and measured displacements (from DIC) are only applied to the outer contour

(green box in Figure 3.7). A crack is considered (dashed red line in Figure 3.7)

for a given tip position. The inner displacements from the FE analysis (i.e., the

ones that were not prescribed) allow for comparisons with DIC results in order to

create an error function associated with the crack tip location. Several crack tip

positions are tested and the one that provides the smallest displacement differ-

ence is considered as the actual crack tip position.

In order to build the FEMU-U error function, the FE displacement fields are

interpolated onto the T3-DIC mesh. Then, the cost function is considered as the

RMS difference between measured and computed displacement fields

φ2
u =

N

∑
i=1

(υFE
i − υDIC

i )2 , (3.10)
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Figure 3.7: Left: DIC mesh used for measuring the displacement fields. Middle:
acquired reference image showing the considered regions. Right: mesh used for the

FEMU-U analysis. After Ref. [35].

in which υi are nodal displacements components. The superscript indicates if the

displacements are obtained from FE or T3-DIC analyses. The tested crack tip

position that provides the minimum φ2
u is considered as the actual location, and

the fracture parameters are then calculated for this geometry since the FE code

also gives access to SIFs (i.e., KI and KII) and the T-stress. It is worth noting

that such analysis is performed for every image of the test. Further information

about the methodology can be found in Ref. [35] (Appendix A).

Even though φ2
u is considered for crack tip identification, the gray level residual

ρFEMU-U can be computed, to compare the results directly at the image level, using

the nodal displacements of the FE model {υFE}

ρFEMU-U = f(x) − g (x +ΨFE(x,{υFE})) , (3.11)

where ΨFE is the vector containing the shape functions converting nodal to pixel

displacements, which is linearly dependent on the measured degrees of freedom

{υFE}.

3.3.3 FEMU-F

In order to calibrate a cohesive law that describes as best as possible the

mechanical behavior of the material, an approach is proposed and summarized

in Figure 3.9. The DIC displacements are prescribed as Dirichlet BCs in the

region where the force is applied to the specimen (red circles in Figure 3.9). The
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corner node is not used since it is related to higher uncertainties [74]. The groove

is considered with smaller thickness, and in the middle of it a very thin cohesive

element line is added (see Figure 3.9). The mesh is generated with GMSH [75].

Apart from the cohesive elements, the remaining part of the specimen is modeled

with a linear elastic behavior.

Figure 3.8: Sample geometry with the superimposed FE mesh (left). The loading parts
are visible at the top. Red circles mark the nodes where BCs are applied. The yellow
box is zoomed (right), showing the mesh aligned with the groove edges. Triangular
elements are used out of the groove, and Q4 quadrilaterals inside. The thin strip of

elements in the middle of the groove shows the cohesive elements.

Three CZMs are tested in this work, namely, a bilinear traction-separation

(BLTS) model [57], a Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model [76], and the so-

called Park-Paulino-Roesler (PPR) model [77]. The first one consists of a built-in

option of Abaqus, using 4-noded quadrilateral elements (COH2D4 [55, 76]). The

second one is a continuum, plasticity-based damage model [76], which is another

built-in option of Abaqus and can also be used for cyclic cases (not considered

herein). It was chosen not to use damage for the CDP model since it would not

be distinguishable from plasticity with no unloading and the parameters of the

plasticity model are considered the same as in Ref. [78]. The PPR model is a
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potential-based cohesive law [77, 79]. It was considered since the built-in cohe-

sive models may give unrealistic responses for mixed mode propagations [80]. It

is implemented in Abaqus with a User ELement (UEL) subroutine [79] 1.

The parameters of the three CZMs are taken to consider a bilinear traction-

separation law, as shown in Figure 3.9, in order to be comparable. All the CZMs

consider a linear elastic behavior until the peak load, σmax, followed by a linear

decrease of the traction in relation to the separation. The softening behavior is

defined by the fracture energy parameter Jc, that bounds the maximum energy

that can be dissipated in each element. A pure mode I regime is considered [35,

49], and care is taken so that the mode II properties would not disturb the results.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of the traction-separation law for the three CZMs.

Another parameter is added in the identification scheme since the reference

image was acquired when the sample was pre-loaded. Since the unloaded state

is unknown, this parameter compensates the displacement field related to this ini-

tial elastic loading, namely, from the unloaded state to the reference state and will

be considered as a fraction of the displacement field of image 24 of the envelope

response, i.e., image 39 of the full history, represented by a blue square in Fig-

ure 3.10. This image (acquired at 50 % of the peak load) is believed to present a

good trade-off between displacements significantly higher than the measurement

uncertainty, while still being in the elastic regime. This parameter will be called

1The UEL code and some examples can be found at PPR UEL and Tutorial

https://paulino.ce.gatech.edu/PPR_tutorial.html
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BCc, after Boundary Condition correction. It is formulated such that no correc-

tion corresponds to BCc = 1. When BCc > 1, an opening displacement correction

is considered while BCc < 1 is related to a correction with closing displacement

fields. Further details on the implementation are given in Ref [69] (Appendix B).

Identification strategy

The chosen identification scheme is based upon Finite Element Model Updat-

ing (FEMU [81]). It is chosen to update the material parameters by reducing the

difference between the calculated reaction force Fc and the experimentally mea-

sured force Fm (FEMU-F). It is worth noting that unloadings and elastic reloadings

of the cycles are not used herein and only the envelope of the curve is kept (i.e.,

100 out of the 312 images for which the crack is propagating, see Figure 3.10).

The envelope is chosen to have a continuous displacement of the actuator.

Figure 3.10: Horizontal force (i.e., 5.715 times the vertical force) versus splitting
displacement ∆δ averaged on both sides of the sample. The 100 images corresponding

to the displacement envelope used in the identification are marked with red circles.
Image no. 39 (24 in the envelope set) used for the BCc parameter as explained in

Section 3.3.3 is shown as a blue square.

The identification methodology consists in a nonlinear least squares minimiza-

tion of χ2
F

χ2
F ({p}) = 1

ntσ2
F

∑
t

(Fm(t) − Fc(t,{p}))2 , (3.12)

in which σF is the standard load uncertainty (on Fm), nt the number of time steps,

and Fc is the computed resultant of the reaction forces, which depends on un-
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known material parameters gathered in the column vector {p}. If the only differ-

ence between the measured load levels Fm(t) and Fc(t,{p}) is acquisition noise,

then χF is equal to 1. Conversely, if there is a model error, then χF > 1. By con-

sidering a given starting set of parameters {pn} at iteration n, the minimization is

performed by evaluating the correction {δp} on the linearized Fc

Fc(t,{pn} + {δp}) ≈ Fc(t,{pn}) +
∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{pn}){δp}, (3.13)

about the current estimate {pn} of the sought parameters. The minimized quantity

then becomes

1

ntσ2
F

∑
t

(Fm(t) − Fc(t,{pn}) −
∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{pn}){δp})
2

. (3.14)

In Equation (3.14), the quantity to be minimized is quadratic in terms of {δp}. Its

minimization with respect to {δp} then leads to a linear system

[H] {δp} = {h} (3.15)

where [H] is the Hessian

[H] =∑
t

( ∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{pn}))
⊺
∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{pn}) (3.16)

and {h} the right hand side member

{h} =∑
t

(Fm(t) − Fc(t,{pn}))
∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{pn}). (3.17)

The convergence criterion is based on the maximum relative variation of each

sought parameters that is less than 10−2. The sensitivity fields ∂Fc

∂{p} are computed

via finite differences in which the perturbation with respect to each parameter

is set to 1 %. The framework of the identification methodology may be further

discussed by the sensitivity analysis presented in Section 4.2.1 using the Hessian

[H].
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This master thesis continues the work reported in Ref. [49], which used inte-

grated DIC (Section 3.3.1). The same experiment was considered in the present

analyses for comparison purposes. The first part of the results obtained during

the master period is reported in Ref. [35], which uses the methodology explained

in Section 3.3.2 and compares the results with those from Ref. [49]. The pa-

per (Ref. [35]) is reproduced in Appendix A. The results for the second analysis

(Section 3.3.3) are reported in Ref. [69], and the final version of the paper is re-

produced in Appendix B. In this Section, the three different methodologies applied

to the same test are compared in order to discuss the benefits of each technique.

4.1 FEMU-U analyses

Both I-DIC and FEMU-U analyses discussed herein give access to the same

fracture mechanics parameters, i.e., crack lengths, SIFs and T-stress. However,

it is not straightforward to check which one was more trustworthy. For answering

this question, a virtual experiment was first performed. The summary is presented

in Figure 4.1 [35]. A 3D FE simulation of the WST was performed with a known

crack tip position in a linear elastic specimen. Considering a plane strain hypothe-

sis, the resulting displacements of the middle plane (red box in Figure 4.1) is used

to numerically deform one reference image. Then, this deformed image is ana-

lyzed with both techniques in order to check if they provided similar parameters

to the ones originally calculated in the FE model.

From the analysis of the virtual experiment (see Ref. [35], Appendix A), it was

concluded that I-DIC achieves results closer to the 3D FE model for the crack

length and KI , but FEMU-U gives a closer T-stress. The KII levels were very

small as expected from a pure mode I propagation condition, and was considered

to be of the order of the uncertainty level for both methods.

When both methodologies were applied to the experiment introduced in Sec-

tion 3.2, they exhibited consistent results. Figure 4.2 shows the comparison be-

tween the I-DIC and the FEMU-U results. The smoothness of the I-DIC results

in comparison to FEMU-U can also be related to the identification of the crack
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Figure 4.1: 3D Abaqus™ model showing the applied pressure and the prescribed
displacements. It is also possible to see the partition lines in the middle of the crack

propagation path. After Ref. [35].

tip. A range of imposed crack tip positions was tested for FEMU-U, restraining

the solution in comparison to I-DIC. However, this discretization is fine, thus not

significantly changing the obtained results. The determined fracture mechanics

parameters lie in the same range, yet significant differences arise. It is interest-

ing to note that FEMU-U yielded smaller crack lengths and higher KI levels in

comparison with I-DIC.

Even though the virtual experiment provided insight into which method would

be more suitable for each sought parameter, two further validations were per-

formed. The first one is related to gray level residuals, which were compared with

conventional DIC residuals to check the validity of the results. For this analysis,

special care must be taken [35]. Second, an energetic evaluation was performed

by calculating the fracture energy with the loading history and the opening dis-

placements (calculated at the yellow squares shown in Figure 3.1). The fracture

energy was then compared with the mean value of the R-curve calculated with

the SIFs and crack lengths. Both gray level residuals and the fracture energy

analysis proved I-DIC to be more trustworthy for the studied experiment. Further

details on the FEMU-U analyses are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.2: Summary of the results presented in Ref. [35]. The column on the left is
related to the analysis of the front face of the specimen, and the column on the right is
related to the back side. The first row shows the crack length for each analyzed image.
The second row presents the SIFs, with markers for KI and in dashed lines (close to

zero) for KII . Last, T-stresses are shown.

4.2 FEMU-F analyses

As will be shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the studied CZMs are not suitable to

analyze the full loading/unloading cycles. Therefore, this section aims to compare

the three methodologies only using the images of the envelope of the loading

curve.

4.2.1 Calibration results

Initial parameters

The properties used for initializing the identification scheme are listed in Ta-

ble 4.1. The cohesive strength σmax was selected as the maximum T-stress mea-

sured in Ref. [35] with the method that provided more trustworthy results for the

T-stress (i.e., FEMU). The initial fracture energy Jc corresponds to its estimate
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based upon Integrated-DIC results [35]. The last parameter, BCc, has its initial

value set to one (i.e., no BC correction would be needed).

Table 4.1: Initial parameters for the identification scheme.

σmax [MPa] Jc [J/m2] BCc [-]
2 68 1

Sensitivity analysis

Before calibrating the material parameters, a sensitivity analysis is performed [82].

The load sensitivities are defined as

SF (t,{p0}) =
∂Fc

∂{p}(t,{p0}), (4.1)

and computed for a perturbation factor ε = 10−2 of each parameter. Figure 4.3

shows the load sensitivity SF calculated for the BLTS model. For the other models,

SF is not shown since it is very close and would not lead to qualitative differences.

The image number on the x-axis is directly related to the time steps. The influence

of the parameter BCc is very important at the beginning of the test since the

overall displacements are very small and the effect of this offset is important. The

peak influence of the cohesive strength σmax occurs in the middle of the sequence

of images, which is related to the part of the test where the measured force is high.

The fracture energy Jc has a higher sensitivity at the end of the test which is to

be expected since the crack has propagated a significant distance [35, 49]. For

all parameters, the load sensitivities are significant (in comparison with the load

uncertainty) for a one percent variation of each parameter. These results indicate

that the parameters are expected to be identifiable with the considered test and

identification procedure since all the parameters show high sensitivities and the

peaks are located in different time steps.
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Figure 4.3: Force sensitivity to the parameters of the BLTS case. The blue solid line is
the sensitivity to the cohesive strength σmax, with a maximum sensitivity close to the

middle of the test, i.e., near the maximum splitting load. The red dashed line is related to
the fracture energy Jc with a maximum sensitivity to the end of the test, after many

elements are already damaged. The yellow dotted line corresponds to the BC correction
BCc, with maximum sensitivity at the beginning of the test where the displacements are

very small.

Figure 4.4(a) shows the decimal logarithm of the values of the 3 × 3 Hessian

([H], see Equation (3.16)). The diagonal terms indicate the sensitivity to each

property considered independently, and the off-diagonal members the cross in-

fluences between parameters. In the case of fully independent parameters, only

the diagonal terms would be different from zero. As expected from the previ-

ous analysis, all parameters have very high sensitivities, and the conditioning of

the system is very good (i.e., less than 10). From this sensitivity analysis, it is

confirmed that all parameters can be calibrated with the selected test and identi-

fication procedure.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: (a) Hessian of the identification procedure for the BLTS case shown as
decimal logarithm. The diagonal terms show the sensitivity of each independent

parameter. The off-diagonal terms show the cross influence between the parameters.
(b) Decimal logarithm of the diagonalized Hessian. (c) Eigen column vectors associated

with the diagonalization of the Hessian.
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The decimal logarithm of the diagonalized Hessian is shown in Figure 4.4(b).

The first value is dominant in BCc and is almost independent of the other pa-

rameters. The second and the third eigen values are dominant in σmax and Jc,

in the same order of magnitude, showing that they are more correlated. Such

conclusion is drawn from the eigen vectors reported in Figure 4.4(c).

Calibrated parameters

Following the FEMU-F procedure with the initial parameters gathered in Ta-

ble 4.1, the identification converged in about 5 iterations. Figure 4.5 shows the

loading curve for the experiment and for each analyzed CZM. Little differences

are seen between the three models. The mean error between the numerical and

experimental loading curves is of the order of twice the uncertainty of the load

cell of the testing machine1. This very low level validates the three models for the

selected part of the loading curve.

Figure 4.5: Splitting force for each analyzed image of the envelope. In black, the
experimental data and in other colors the predictions of the three calibrated CZMs.

The converged parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. It is worth noting

that very similar levels were obtained for the three cases when each face was

considered separately. Only the fracture energy Jc has a factor 2 difference due

to its implementation in Abaqus™ (CDP model).

1The load uncertainty is considered as 0.1 % of the 5 kN load cell capacity, i.e., 5 N for the
vertical force. Thereby, approximately 30 N for the horizontal force.
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Table 4.2: Converged parameters of the FEMU-F scheme for the three studied CZMs.

face model σmax [MPa] Jc [J.m−2] BCc [-]
front BLTS 1.81 81.8 1.314
front CDP 1.82 175 (2 × 87.5) 1.315
front PPR 1.79 81.7 1.314
back BLTS 1.59 89.9 0.899
back CDP 1.60 194 (2 × 97.0) 0.898
back PPR 1.58 88.7 0.897

4.2.2 Full loading history

In this section, all three CZMs are discussed considering the whole loading

history. One of the biggest difference among the CZM usage from the fracture

mechanics analysis (i.e., with SIFs) is that the cohesive models response at each

time step depends upon the previous steps. Although the kinematics depends on

the load history, for I-DIC and FEMU-U, the load step is analyzed independently

from the other ones and thus it is not affected by the previous results.

Considering this difference in procedures, the first result shown in Figure 4.6

is the full loading curve obtained with the cohesive models using the parameters

calibrated with the loading envelope. The first two cycles are correctly described

by the three models. Conversely, in the last three cycles, only the peak levels

is in agreement with experimental observations. More complex CZMs would be

needed to successfully describe the unloading and reloading phases. It is inter-

esting to note how close the BLTS and PPR models are, and that both keep some

tractions even for the most unloaded states between cycles. For the CDP case,

a compressive state is seen at full unloading because the CDP model accounts

only for plasticity and not for damage.
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Figure 4.6: Splitting force for each analyzed image. In black, the experimental data and
in other colors the predictions of the three CZMs calibrated with the envelope curve.

For better visualization of the differences observed in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7

shows the absolute difference between the measured and predicted splitting forces

normalized by the load cell uncertainty. Low error is seen until the maximum load,

close to image 100, and then degrades beyond this level. A maximum error of the

order of 25 is seen for the BLTS and PPR models, whereas the CDP error keeps

increasing until a maximum of about 200 for the last image.

Figure 4.7: Absolute force error (see Figure 4.6) normalized by the machine load cell
uncertainty.

4.3 Crack lengths and fracture energies

Since the methodologies do not give the exact same parameters, the results

are converted into comparable quantities. First, the crack length is assessed

(Figure 4.8). The I-DIC and FEMU-U methodologies yield the crack length as a

direct output. For FEMU-F, the crack length is considered as the last element

that has already initiated damage in a given time step (i.e., it has enough opening
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to reach the cohesive strength σmax). The cohesive zone approach results into

longer cracks. I-DIC crack lengths lie between FEMU-F (BLTS, CDP and PPR)

and FEMU-U results.

Figure 4.8: Cack length ∆a for each analyzed image of the envelope for all the
methodologies discussed in Section 3.3.

The R-curves are calculated for each case. For I-DIC and FEMU-U, linear

elastic fracture mechanics equations are used [35] (Appendix A). For FEMU-F,

the energy dissipated at each time step is integrated, and its derivative to the

newly created cracked area gives access to the energy release rate, which is

considered to be equal to its critical value [69] (Appendix B). Figure 4.9 shows

the R-curves for each case. It is interesting to note that in I-DIC and FEMU-

U cases, a noticeable difference was observed between the front and the back

faces [35, 83]. It is not the case for FEMU-F. This difference is related to the

correction for the pre-load state in the FEMU-F procedure. Such corrections are

not straightforward for I-DIC and FEMU-U. It is possible to conclude that both I-

DIC and FEMU-U are over-predicting the fracture energy for the front face and

under-predicting for the back face in comparison with FEMU-F.
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Figure 4.9: R-curves for each analyzed case by all the methodologies discussed in
Section 3.3.

Although the R-curves themselves present good qualitative comparisons, the

average fracture energy R is calculated for each case reported in Figure 4.9 and

shown in Table 4.3. On average they remain close, especially when I-DIC is com-

pared with FEMU-F. This last result validates the FEMU-F procedure and allows

conclusions to be drawn on the material features associated with the reported

R-curve behavior.

Table 4.3: Average fracture energy Gc expressed in J/m2 for the three CZMs applied to
the back and front faces separately. These predictions are compared with earlier results
obtained by two independent approaches (i.e., integrated DIC [49] and FEMU-U [35]).

model front face back face
BLTS 60.9 60.6
CDP 60.9 61.9
PPR 61.3 62.4
IDIC♯ 84 52

FEMU-U♯ 162 97
♯ according to Refs. [35, 49]
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Three different methodologies were applied to the same WST, namely, I-DIC,

FEMU-U and FEMU-F. I-DIC provided more trustworthy crack lengths, SIFs and

fracture energies, while FEMU-U resulted in a T-stress closer to the proposed

virtual experiment. Both methodologies globally describe a crack propagating

in an elastic medium. In the analyzed experiment, KII SIFs are believed to be

below the uncertainty range for both techniques. Every calculation with these two

methods were independent for each image.

FEMU-F is the only one of the three proposed methods using cohesive ele-

ments and depends on the whole analyzed history. It proved to be suitable to

model the WST. Although the unloading and reloading steps of each cycle were

not yet fully analyzed, the envelope of the curve was well described by the simu-

lation results with three different CZMs showing very low residuals in force, and

also in terms of displacement and gray level residuals. The calculated fracture

energy was in the same range as the previous two methods. A correction for the

pre-loaded reference state was used to deal with the experimentally inherent mis-

alignment of the wedge, and significantly reduced the differences of crack length

and energy dissipation between both analyzed faces of the sample. Insights into

the FPZ length were possible by calculating the so-called Hillerborg length and

comparing it with space-time histories of tractions and damage.

Last, the present work highlighted the fact that one must not define a single

crack tip position since it depends on the measurement method and the hypoth-

esis considered. Information on how it was measured should always come with

the crack lengths (e.g., numerically, analytically, or optically) in order to properly

analyze the results. All the methodologies enabled a lot more information to be

extracted from a single test, apart from the usual work of fracture.

The material studied herein showed an FPZ length of the order of the sample

size, and possibly longer had the sample being taller. The identified properties

are compatible with the material, its microstructure, and processing, which helped

to validate the proposed methodologies. The low-temperature firing led to weakly
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bonded aggregates that contributed for a low cohesive strength. As crack initiation

is facilitated, bridging of the aggregates through the crack faces dissipates part of

the energy by interface friction. Since the FPZ is not fully developed, these effects

lead to an ever-increasing R-curve behavior.

As perspectives, several topics could not be tackled due to the length of this

master project, coupled with the learning process of the student. The first and

more logical way to proceed such study experimentally would be to analyze more

samples using the same methodology, to compare different materials. Besides,

even though the test that was stopped at 70 % of the peak load helped in many

points, some questions arose that could possibly be answered by the analysis of

a full propagation test.

Since all the methodologies described herein studied both external faces of

the sample separately, another point worth of studying is their coupled analysis.

3D analyses would be carried out to check the crack profile within the sample.

For validation of such procedures, a promising technique consists in performing

in-situ WST via X-ray tomography. The use of 3D reconstructed images instead

of 2D images for the crack propagation analysis could give further insight into the

material and its toughening mechanisms.

Another challenging follow-up is to perform such tests at higher temperatures

for which refractories are utilized. Challenges about image acquisition, heat haze

effects, viscous effect on the mechanical behavior of the material, among many

others, would need to be addressed. However, once dealt with, the fracture pro-

cess of refractories at higher temperatures could be further understood and would

presumably lead to new formulations and optimization to even higher efficiency

thresholds than used nowadays.
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APPENDIX A: comparison of FEMU-U and I-DIC (Section 3.3.2)



1. Introduction1

Refractory castables are ceramics that enable functional properties to be2

maintained in aggressive applications, generally at high temperatures [1]. Not3

only the chemical composition but also raw material characteristics should be4

considered when designing new formulations since they affect the resulting5

phases, microstructures and thermomechanical properties [2]. Different com-6

positions may be needed for the same application because of several thermome-7

chanical loading steps during industrial processes [3], which spur innovations to8

improve performance such as increasing reactiveness during processing by using9

nanomaterials [2] or mimicking microstructures observed in nature [4]. In high10

risk applications, the material and mechanical properties should be well under-11

stood to better predict failures and thereby prevent accidents, while maximizing12

efficiency and lifetime [5].13

The Wedge Splitting Test (WST) is a mechanical experiment allowing crack14

propagation to be assessed in (quasi)brittle materials [6, 7]. It leads to sta-15

ble crack propagation by decreasing the elastic energy stored in the machine16

using a wedge and cylinders to apply the load [8]. A high fractured-area to vol-17

ume ratio leads to achieving representative results for coarser microstructures18

at laboratory scales [7]. The classical goal of WSTs is to obtain the fracture19

energy, by integrating the load vs. displacement curve and dividing by the pro-20

jected fractured area [7]. Although important, the fracture energy itself is not21

the only information that can be extracted from WSTs. Recently, it is be-22

coming common practice to seek more data from each of these tests to better23

understand the fracture process. Relationships between WST measurements24

with microstructures can be obtained [9], and various works have shown how25

different compositions affect crack propagation (with the WST) for magnesia-26

spinel [10], Al2O3-C [11], Al2O3-MgO-CaO [12], and MgO-C [13, 14] systems.27

It is also possible to identify fracture properties using measured load data and28

compare them with numerical simulations of the WST [15].29

More experimental data can be acquired from WSTs via full-field measure-30
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ments. Among them, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) enables displacement31

fields to be measured [16], and has been successfully used in crack propagation32

analyses [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. DIC was already applied to WSTs to ana-33

lyze the strain fields for microcrack formation in magnesia refractories, when a34

spinel phase was added [23]. Similar ideas were used to quantify the fracture35

process zone of magnesia refractories, and highlight how microcracks tend to36

decrease the strength but increase the fracture energy [24], and to estimate the37

crack growth resistance [25]. Another interesting approach is to measure crack38

propagation while checking the discontinuities in the displacement field [26]. An39

integrated-DIC (IDIC) scheme to measure the R-curve behavior was also pro-40

posed [27] by considering closed-form solutions of one propagating crack in an41

elastic medium [28].42

The aforementioned test [27] will be considered herein in order to compare43

two different approaches for estimating fracture mechanics parameters using44

full-field measurements. It is important to note that the hypothesis of one45

straight crack is reasonable in experiments with the presence of a groove on the46

propagating faces, as commonly used for the WST to ensure more straight crack47

propagation [29]. However, crack branches may occur in the WST [25] and it48

should be checked for each test. With both approaches investigated herein, this49

check is part of the methodology.50

In this paper, a procedure based on the methodology used in Ref. [30] is51

applied to the WST. By using the outer measurements from DIC analyses as52

Boundary Conditions (BC) for a Finite Element (FE) analysis and using internal53

nodes for error estimators, it is possible to determine the crack tip position and54

calculate Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs), i.e., K1 and K2, and the T-stress. It55

will then be compared with IDIC. First, the experiment, the DIC principles and56

both methodologies that will be compared are introduced. It is followed by an57

analysis of a virtual experiment. Then an experimental study is performed to58

compare both methods.59
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2. Methods60

The two methods studied herein are summarized hereafter. Both of them61

were used independently to analyze various experiments with cracks [30, 31,62

20, 27]. However, they were never compared with the same data set, be they63

synthetic or from an actual experiment. The first method couples FE analy-64

ses and DIC measurements in order to determine the crack tip position, stress65

intensity factors and T -stresses [30]. It belongs to the class of finite element66

model updating techniques [32]. The second approach corresponds to inte-67

grated DIC [20], which is a standalone technique in comparison with the pre-68

vious framework when applied to the analysis of cracked samples. Augmented69

Williams’ series [28] are used, in particular, for the determination of the crack70

tip position [33, 34].71

2.1. Experiment72

The WST analyzed herein was performed on a class C, anti-erosive com-73

mercial refractory, with ultra low cement content, whose typical mineralogical74

composition consists of quartz, mullite, kyanite, β-cristoballite and alumina [27].75

Water was added to the mixture up to 8.5 wt% of concrete. Drying was per-76

formed for 48h in humid environment at room temperature followed by 24h at77

110◦C. A heat treatment was performed with a 1◦C/min rate and kept at 500◦C78

for 24h. The detailed chemical composition and the treatment of the material79

are reported in Ref. [27]. Its processing and microstructure may lead to an in-80

creasing R-curve behavior, with weakly bonded grains and initiated microcracks81

due to anisotropic phases and differential thermal expansions.82

The sample size is 100 mm in length, 100 mm in height and 72.5 mm in83

thickness. The geometry is shown in Figure 1, in which it is possible to see the84

contour of the sample and the loading devices (wedge, cylinders and blocks).85

Two grooves (i.e., lateral notches, see dashed line in Figure 1) are machined86

on two opposite faces of the sample to reduce the local thickness and guide the87

crack propagation vertically. The two zones where the splitting displacement is88
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evaluated via DIC are also shown in Figure 1 as yellow boxes. Considering δ as89

the initial distance between both zones, the horizontal displacements measured90

on these regions are averaged and their difference accounts for the splitting91

displacement ∆δ, which will be reported in Section 4.92

Figure 1: Detailed geometry of the wedge splitting test. The contour of the sample, including

the pre-notch, is shown in cyan. The wedge, cylinders and blocks used to apply load are

highlighted in white, blue and purple, respectively. The vertical groove in order to guide the

crack vertically is shown with the dashed red line. The splitting displacement ∆δ corresponds

to the difference of the mean displacement of the two yellow boxes. The thickness of the

specimen is 72.5 mm. All dimensions are expressed in mm.

The Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio used for the investigated meth-93

ods are equal to 17 GPa (measured by the bar resonance method [35]) and 0.2,94

respectively. The test was driven by setting the velocity of the machine actuator95

to 1.3 µm/s, and 313 pictures were taken for both faces of the specimen at a96

rate of one picture each 8 s. The images were simultaneously acquired with97

two Canon T5 cameras with 28-135 mm lenses, with the illumination provided98

by LEDs. The 16-bit picture definitions are 2601 × 1733 pixels, with a dy-99

namic range of approximately 60,000 gray levels. The imaged physical size of100

one pixel was 62 µm. A random speckle pattern was sprayed onto the speci-101

men surfaces to increase the image contrast and improve the DIC resolutions.102
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The 5-cycle loading curve of the experiment, which corresponds to the vertical103

force Fv vs. vertical actuator displacement ∆h, is shown in Figure 2. Further104

information on this test can be found in Ref. [27], and further characterization105

of the studied material, processing and microstructure in Refs. [36, 37].106

Figure 2: Loading history for the test analyzed in Section 4. Each point represents two image

acquisitions (one per face) performed during the test for DIC analyses. The red circle depicts

the picture acquisitions used to evaluate the strain fields shown in Figure 3.

2.2. Digital Image Correlation107

In global DIC, the displacement fields u(x) are measured by minimizing the108

L2-norm of the gray level residuals, φ2, between the image of the reference state109

f , and at the deformed state g110

φ2 =
∑

ROI

[f(x)− g(x + u(x))]
2
. (1)

Searching for displacements at the pixel level is an ill-posed problem [38]. Pa-111

rameterizations of the sought displacement u are used to regularize this problem112

and render the solution less affected by the acquisition noise113

u(x) =

N∑

i=1

υiΨi(x), (2)

in which υi are the degrees of freedom, and Ψ shape functions (i.e., vector114

fields) that combine the displacement of a group of pixels in order to make the115
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problem well-posed. The solution becomes116

{υDIC} = arg min
{υ}

φ2({υ}), (3)

where {υDIC} is the column vector gathering all amplitudes υi. If the actual117

kinematics of the problem is not well known a priori, Ψi can be chosen as finite118

element shape functions [39]. In the present case, the DIC procedure is per-119

formed with 3-noded linear elements based on finite element discretization [40]120

and will be referred as T3DIC. In global approaches, the quality of the registra-121

tion can be evaluated pixel-wise by computing the gray level residuals122

ρT3 = f(x)− g (x + ΨT3(x, {υT3})) , (4)

where ΨT3 is the vector containing the shape functions converting nodal to123

pixel displacements, which depends linearly on the amplitude {υT3}. In the124

present case, the T3DIC mesh is composed of 3-noded elements whose average125

edge length is equal to 58 pixels (or 3.6 mm).126

In the following, the global residual of DIC approaches will be compared. It127

is defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) gray level residual over the considered128

ROI129

ρT3 =
RMS(ρT3)

∆f
, (5)

where ∆f is the dynamic range of the picture of the reference configuration130

∆f = max
ROI

f −min
ROI

f ≈ 60, 000 gray levels. (6)

The first step of any of the methods presented hereafter is to run T3DIC.131

It provides displacement fields that can be compared with FE analyses, but132

also allows the crack path to be chosen for integrated DIC [27]. The maximum133

eigen strain field is selected in order to check the validity of the straight crack134

propagation assumption and the presence of a single macro-crack. The two faces135

of the sample are analyzed with a very fine mesh of average element length of136

8.5 pixels (or 530 µm). Figure 3 shows the results for both faces for the last137

image before the final unloading (Figure 2). The standard uncertainty of the138
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maximum eigen strain is of the order of 3× 10−4 and the minimum strain level139

in the color bars of Figure 3 is set to 3 times this value. It was determined by140

correlating the two pictures shot for the reference configuration on each face.141

Only one unique macro-crack is observed (guided by the groove).142

Figure 3: Maximum eigen strain fields for both analyzed faces for the image before the 5th

unloading. No macro-crack branches are seen and consequently, the hypothesis of a straight

crack propagation guided by the groove can be made.

2.3. Method 1: Finite Element Model Updating143

The methodology described in this section is an adaptation of that proposed144

in Ref. [30] to the WST. DIC results are taken as Dirichlet boundary conditions145

and FE formulation computes the displacement field over the considered sur-146

face. The crack tip position is identified as the one that provides the best fit147

between the simulated and measured displacement fields. The main idea of the148

method is schematically shown in Figure 4, where the outer contour of T3DIC149

measurements, represented in green, are prescribed to the FE model, and inter-150

nal nodes (blue region) are used for comparison with FE analyses. Several crack151

tip positions are tested along the groove region (red dashed line), and the one152

that gives the least root mean squared displacement gap is considered the best153

estimate and thus, chosen as the crack tip position for the considered image.154

The method is then repeated for every image taken during the test. It will be155

referred to as FEMU henceforth.156
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Figure 4: Adaptation of methodology introduced in Ref. [30] to the WST. An area around the

propagation path is chosen and the displacements measured by T3DIC at the outer boundaries

(green) are used as boundary conditions. The internal measured displacements (blue) are used

for comparison with FE outputs, and the crack tip position is tested in the groove region (red).

It is important to highlight that such a procedure is run for each image157

taken during the experiment, so that one crack tip position is obtained for each158

considered step time. Within an FE code, it is generally possible to calculate159

quantities such as the mode I and II SIFs KI , KII , and the T -stress [41]. Thus160

the change of these fracture mechanics parameters is evaluated for each analyzed161

crack length. Given the thickness of the sample, a plane strain hypothesis is162

considered in this paper for all the reported analyses.163

The FEMU displacements and mesh are exported and interpolated onto164

the T3DIC mesh. The nodal displacement difference between T3DIC and FE165

analyses is computed, and the displacement gap consists in the RMS difference166

φ2
u =

N∑

i=1

(
υFEMU
i − υT3

i

)2
, (7)

in which υi are nodal displacements. The superscript indicates if the displace-167

ments are obtained from FEMU or T3DIC analyses. It is worth noting that the168

gap estimate proposed in Equation (7) considers the same influence from every169

considered node. This definition may be improved using the T3DIC Hessian170

to augment the weight on nodes with respect to lower measurement uncertain-171

ties [42]. Once different crack positions are tested, the one that provides the172

minimum φu is taken as the estimated crack tip position, and the fracture me-173

chanics properties are assessed with this configuration.174
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Although φ2
u is considered for crack tip identification, the gray level residual175

ρFEMU can be computed using the nodal displacements of the FE model {υFE}176

177

ρFEMU = f(x)− g (x + ΨFE(x, {υFE})) , (8)

where ΨFE is the vector containing the shape functions converting nodal to pixel178

displacements, which is linearly dependent on the measured degrees of freedom179

{υFE}. The corresponding global residual reads180

ρFEMU =
RMS(ρFEMU)

∆f
. (9)

It will be compared with T3DIC results and the following integrated method.181

2.4. Method 2: Integrated DIC182

This section summarizes the methodology used to analyze a wedge splitting183

test with Integrated-DIC [27] using a closed-form solution. Williams’ series [28]184

describe the kinematics in this case, and the gray level residual is minimized185

(Equation 1), instead of the displacement gap for FEMU (Equation (7)). The186

sought displacement field reads187

u(z) =
II∑

j=I

pf∑

n=pi

ωjnψψψ
j
n(z), (10)

where the vector fields are defined in the complex plane188

z = (x− xc) + (y − yc)i = r exp (iθ), (11)

where (xc,yc) are the coordinates of the crack tip position, j = I is related to the189

mode I (opening) regime and j = II to mode II (shearing). The amplitudes ωjn190

become the unknown kinematic degrees of freedom of IDIC. The corresponding191

displacement fields are described by192

ψψψIn =
A(n)

2µ
√

2π
rn/2

[
κ exp

(
inθ

2

)
− n

2
exp

(
i(4− n)θ

2

)
+
(

(−1)n +
n

2

)
exp

(
− inθ

2

)]
,

(12)

and193

ψψψIIn =
iA(n)

2µ
√

2π
rn/2

[
κ exp

(
inθ

2

)
+
n

2
exp

(
i(4− n)θ

2

)
+
(

(−1)n − n

2

)
exp

(
− inθ

2

)]
,

(13)
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where κ is equal to (3 − ν)/(1 + ν) for plane stress states or 3 − 4ν for plane194

strain states, ν the Poisson’s ratio and A(n) is defined by195

A(n) = cos
(nπ

2

)2

+ sin
(nπ

2

)
. (14)

The amplitude ωj1 gives access to Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs), the amplitude196

ωI2 provides the T -stress (positive in compressive) and ωII2 the rigid body rota-197

tion. Higher order fields account for deviations from the theoretical assumption198

of an infinite medium [34]. With the use of two additional terms in the series,199

namely using pi = 0, ωI0 and ωII0 are related to rigid body translations.200

Although not usual, negative values of pi can help to account for nonlineari-201

ties [34, 30]. It can be seen from Equations (12) and (13) that for negative values202

of n, super-singular solutions arise near the crack tip (r = 0). They are also203

important to locate the crack tip position, especially ωI−1. With the assumption204

that the crack tip is perturbed by a small distance d, along with some recursive205

properties of the Williams’ series [33], it is possible to derive the offset206

d =
2ωI−1

ωI1
, (15)

which provides an estimation of crack tip shift to find the correct solution. In207

the sequel, pi = −3 is taken to account for nonlinearities [34]. The maximum208

value pf = 8 is chosen after a convergence analysis [27]. A normalization of Ψ209

is also performed in order to decrease floating point rounding errors.210

The pacman-like ROI used for IDIC1 is shown in Figure 5. An opening of211

40 pixels (pacman mouth) is taken in order not to consider the cracked mouth.212

The Williams’ series are projected onto an FE mesh to allow the use of the same213

FE-DIC code as used in the previous section. This mesh is chosen sufficiently214

fine not to influence the results. (A convergence study was performed to check215

this statement.)216

1This ROI is always centered about the evaluated crack tip position
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Figure 5: Example of the pacman-like mesh used in IDIC analyses.

The procedure to find the crack tip positions and the mechanical parameters217

of the fracture process can be summarized in the present steps:218

1. A crack path is first defined as a straight line, in the groove region of219

the photographed sample face (Figure 4), as proved by the analysis of the220

maximum eigen strain fields (Figure 3);221

2. The parameters defining the truncation of Williams’ series are chosen, i.e.,222

pi = −3, pf = 8, the radius for normalization and mesh parameters;223

3. The calculation is initialized for the crack position assumed to be located224

at the notch root;225

4. An optimization algorithm evaluates the amplitudes {ω} that decrease226

the global gray level residual [20];227

5. The crack tip position is updated using Equation (15);228

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until convergence (i.e., d < 0.1 pixel).229

After convergence, the corresponding gray level residual field is stored230

ρIDIC = f(x)− g (x + ΨIDIC(x, {ω})) , (16)

where {ω} gathers all converged ωjn amplitudes (see Equation (10)), and ΨIDIC231

are the shape functions described in Equations (12) and (13) evaluated for each232
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pixel position x. From this information, the global IDIC residual becomes233

ρIDIC =
RMS(ρIDIC)

∆f
. (17)

This methodology will be referred to as IDIC in Section 4.234

3. Analysis of a virtual experiment235

First, a virtual experiment is considered to test both approaches on a con-236

figuration for which the exact solution is known. It is discussed how to deform a237

reference image with displacements obtained from numerical simulations (e.g.,238

AbaqusTM ). In the sequel, this virtually deformed image is then analyzed using239

the previous two methods. This virtual experiment will be referred to as VE in240

Section 3.2241

3.1. Virtual experiment242

A sketch following the instructions from Ref. [9] (width = 100 mm and243

height = 100 mm) is performed in AbaqusTM , with some adjustments such as244

the depth of the extrusion set to 72.5 mm related to the sample geometry [27].245

The numerical model is presented in Figure 6. Normal pressure was applied246

to the vertical faces onto which the rollers would apply the load. The line at247

the bottom of the sample does not move in the x and y-directions. In the z-248

direction, one single point has no motion. A straight crack is added and its tip249

is located in the middle of the crack propagation path of the sample (i.e., only250

one loading step is considered). The mesh is refined around the crack tip. A251

2D mesh is extracted from the image plane presented in Figure 6 to consider a252

plane strain state. KI , KII , and the T -stress measurements at this plane are253

considered.254
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Figure 6: 3D AbaqusTM model showing the applied pressure and the prescribed displacements.

It is also possible to see the partition lines in the middle of the crack propagation path. The

used image plane is also shown.

For the present study, a reference image is also required. An actual image255

that shows the whole sample surface [27] is used in the sequel. The 2D mesh is256

extracted and interpolated onto pixel coordinates such that it fits the sample in257

the image, as shown in Figure 7.258

Figure 7: Superposition of 2D mesh extracted from the 3D AbaqusTM mesh for the reference

image (on the left), with a zoom about the crack tip (on the middle). Horizontal displacements

ux (expressed in µm) (on the right) in the virtual experiment.
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Once the displacement field for each pixel is known, the deformed image is259

created. In DIC the gray level conservation reads260

f(x) = g(x + u(x)), (18)

in which x contains integer pixel coordinates in the reference image. However the261

position x+u(x) = θ(x) is not necessarily an integer. The evaluation of g(θ(x)),262

which corresponds to the picture of the deformed configuration corrected by263

the displacement field u, requires an interpolation scheme of the gray levels.264

In the present case, an inverse mapping is required, namely, integer valued265

positions xg are sought to construct the picture in the deformed configuration266

g. Consequently, the position θ−1(xg) has to be determined for computing the267

gray level f(θ−1(xg)), which also requires an interpolation scheme [43].268

To be more representative of a real experiment, it is chosen to add real noise269

to the deformed image. The gray level residual from T3DIC results for the first270

deformed image of the front face is added to the artificially deformed image.271

The global residual is equal to 0.57%. This residual at the beginning of the test272

is considered to be a good approximation of the noise during the test since the273

load was small and no crack propagation had yet occurred.274

3.2. Results275

The results obtained from the VE analysis with different methods are gath-276

ered in Table 1. The global residuals, ρmethod, in which method is replaced by277

VE, FEMU or IDIC, are assessed by correcting the image in the deformed con-278

figuration g with the corresponding displacement fields (see Section 3.1, Equa-279

tions (8) and (16), respectively). For consistency along the discussion, all the280

reported residuals are calculated in a pacman-shaped area centered about the281

crack tip position for the discussed method (see Figure 5).282
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Table 1: Virtual experiment results. Calibrated fracture mechanics parameters and corre-

sponding global gray level residuals.

∆a KI KII T -stress ρmethod ρT3
method ∆ρT3

method

[mm] [MPa
√

m] [MPa
√

m] [MPa] [%∆f ] [%∆f ] [%∆f ]

VE (Sect. 3.1) 36.0 3.8 3× 10−4 6.4 1.68 2.45 -0.77

FEMU (Sect. 2.3) 38.9 3.1 3× 10−3 7.8 2.52 2.46 0.06

IDIC (Sect. 2.4) 36.4 3.9 −6× 10−2 8.8 2.48 2.45 0.03

The fact that the residuals for the exact solution are not vanishing is due283

to the added noise to g and gray level interpolation inaccuracies. Consequently,284

ρVE defines the minimum level that can be achieved. Both methodologies (i.e.,285

FEMU and IDIC) are consistent with the exact (i.e., VE) solution since the gray286

level residuals (ρFEMU and ρIDIC) are only 1.5 times higher than the minimum287

level (ρVE), and that their difference is very small with a value that is slightly288

lower for IDIC. The later better predicts the crack tip position (∆a in Table 1)289

and mode I SIF for an elastic body with a single crack, while the usage of290

the FEMU procedures provides T -stress levels more accurately. Mode II SIF is291

believed to be close to the resolution for both methods.292

Since the exact solution is known in the present case, the discussion could293

stop here. However, in an actual experiment, the exact solution is unknown.294

Since the ROIs of each method are not located at the same position in the295

reference image, the crack tip locations predicted by both methods are expected296

to be different. T3DIC will thus be used to independently assess global residuals297

computed over the same ROI as those in the considered methods. Since in T3DIC298

no mechanics-based assumptions are made on the displacement fields apart from299

their continuity,2 the global residuals ρT3
method for the same ROI of each method300

are also evaluated. The difference in global residuals301

∆ρT3
method = ρmethod − ρT3

method (19)

2Note that the cracked area is masked by the pacman mouth (Figure 5)
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then assesses the overall identification quality (i.e., ρT3
method is thus taken as the302

reference) and the smaller ρT3
method, the better the identification result.303

Table 1 shows that ρT3
method is virtually identical for the three methods. This304

is expected since this virtual case only involves noise and gray level interpola-305

tion inaccuracies. The fact that ρT3
VE is greater than ρVE is due to the T3DIC306

mesh that is rather coarse. This choice was made since very small displacements307

are sought (see below) and a finer mesh would have induced higher measure-308

ment uncertainties [44]. This choice also explains why ∆ρT3
VE < 0. Had a finer309

mesh been used, T3DIC would be expected to be closer to the VE solution.310

Furthermore, ρT3
FEMU is slightly higher than ρT3

IDIC, and more importantly, IDIC311

is closer to T3DIC than FEMU (i.e., ∆ρT3
IDIC = 0.03% in comparison with312

∆ρT3
FEMU = 0.06%). The difference between both methods remains very small,313

which validates both procedures. However, IDIC slightly outperformed FEMU314

in the present analysis.315

4. Experimental study316

The two methodologies described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are now applied to317

one wedge splitting test. Figure 8 shows the crack tip position for the first part318

of the experiment during which the crack has propagated. ∆a = 0 considers319

the crack tip to be located at the pre-notch root. Both methodologies have high320

uncertainties for the first two cycles, which are related to very small displace-321

ment ranges (i.e., 0.15 pixel, or 9 µm at the most). It is observed that FEMU322

identifies smaller crack lengths than IDIC. It is worth noting that both method-323

ologies predict different crack propagation histories on the two analyzed faces324

and that, in the end, the crack propagated farther on the back face (Figure 3).325
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Figure 8: Crack tip position for front and back faces with both methodologies for the first

312 images acquired during the analyzed wedge splitting test.

Two features in Figure 8 need to be further commented. First, the negative326

values of ∆a at the beginning of the experiment, namely, a crack tip position out327

of the sample, and second, the crack closure in the unloading phase of each cycle.328

These observations do not mean that crack healing occurs in the present case. It329

is believed that the negative values are due to the uncertainties associated with330

crack tip positioning when the displacement levels are very small (i.e., at the331

beginning of the experiment). The crack tip itself is a feature associated with332

the considered fracture mechanics model (here defined with Williams’ series333

or finite element simulations). Although the main conclusions of this work334

will not be affected, physically, crack propagation is believed to be stopped335

during unloading phases, and restarts once it reached a critical SIF level in the336

subsequent loading cycle.337

The SIFs are reported in Figure 9. For this case in which a single macro-338

crack propagates guided by the groove (Figure 3), pure mode I is expected and is339

confirmed by both approaches. As KII is close to zero, it can be used as an eval-340

uation of the resolution for SIF evaluations. The RMS of KII values measured341

by both methodologies and at both faces is of the order of 3 × 10−2 MPa
√

m.342

The general tendency observed for KI is opposite in comparison with estimates343

of crack tip positions, namely, lower KI levels and larger crack lengths are re-344

ported by IDIC in comparison to FEMU results. However, crack tip positions345
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and SIFs values obtained by both techniques are of the same order of magnitude.346

Figure 9: Mode I and II SIF histories for both faces with both approaches.

The T -stress histories are shown in Figure 10. The levels obtained via IDIC347

are generally higher, predominantly after the second cycle and for the front348

face. For the back face, the values are closer. The fluctuations could be related349

to mechanical features since some fluctuation were also observed on the load350

vs. crack mouth opening displacement curve for this test [27], but further studies351

are needed to confirm this hypothesis.352

Figure 10: T -stresses measured with both methodologies for both faces.

In order to have an absolute evaluation of the quality of both approaches353

ρFEMU and ρIDIC are reported. This type of analysis is no longer an inter com-354

parison, but probes the individual merit of each technique with respect to the355

pictures acquired during the experiment with the same number of pixels. The356
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RMS gray level residuals are reported in Figure 11. The overall levels remain357

very small for the whole sequence, which validates the reported results. For both358

cases, increasing residuals occur with crack propagation. The longer the crack,359

the bigger the fracture process zone and the assumption of an elastic medium360

is presumably less true. Further, 3D effects may also be more pronounced [45],361

which make the 2D assumptions used in Williams’ series and FE calculations362

less accurate.363

Figure 11: Dimensionless residuals for the two methods (FEMU and IDIC) and both faces.

To compare in a more quantitative way the two procedures the residual364

difference, ∆ρ, is computed365

∆ρ = ρIDIC − ρFEMU (20)

Plots of ∆ρ for both faces of the sample are shown in Figure 12. The differences366

are in 0.2% range, which is lower than the acquisition noise for these images367

(i.e., ≈ 0.6%). However, IDIC shows lower residuals at the beginning the test.368

The crack tip position is better captured (Figure 8), even though the SIF levels369

are rather consistent with both approaches (Figure 9). The fact that IDIC370

becomes less accurate than FEMU at the end of the propagation step may be371

related to the Williams’ series not describing the boundary effects as the crack372

tip approaches the sample edge.373
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Figure 12: Residual difference for both faces. A negative (resp. positive) value corresponds

to a more faithful evaluation via IDIC (resp. FEMU).

The residuals reported in Figure 11 and 12 were calculated for the same374

ROI size but centered about different crack tip positions (Figure 8). In a virtual375

experiment ρT3
method does not change considerably in different regions as reported376

in Table 1. In an actual experiment, not only slightly different image features at377

each ROI but also images artifacts such as lighting changes and lens focus may378

affect ρT3
method. The residual difference ∆ρT3

method (see Equation (19)) is shown379

in Figure 13 and indicates how close each method was close to T3DIC. IDIC380

residuals are closer to T3DIC than FEMU. Small negative values seen for IDIC381

and FEMU in some images indicate that they outperformed T3DIC, which can382

be explained by the non-optimal T3DIC mesh. Although the residuals for both383

methodologies are in the same range (Figure 12), the ROIs in which FEMU384

converged were presumably less affected by image artifacts and the residuals385

were farther from T3DIC residuals.386
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Figure 13: Differences from IDIC and FEMU residuals in comparison with T3DIC. Positive

values are related to smaller residuals measured with T3DIC.

The main conclusion when considering different regions separately (Figure11387

and 12) is that IDIC was performing better at the very beginning and then388

FEMU would be preferred for the rest of the test. However, using ρT3
method as389

a reference (Figure 13) in order to account for image artifacts and textures390

on different regions, the conclusion is that, for the present case, IDIC is more391

accurate for the whole analysis.392

Last, even though very small, KII is considered to analyze the R-curve393

behavior defined as394

R =
K2
I +K2

II

E
(1− ν2) (21)

in a plane strain state, as considered in FEMU and IDIC. It is worth noting that395

although some deviation from linear elasticity may occur, the effective crack tip396

is measured with full-field approaches accounting for elasticity. In such cases,397

with the effective instead of visible crack tips, Equation (21) can be applied [46].398

The R-curve is then plotted as a function of crack tip position in Figure 14. It399

shows that energy consumption increases as the crack propagates (with a steeper400

slope for FEMU), which is related to extrinsic toughening mechanisms such401

as crack branching, microcracking or bridges between aggregates [47]. In the402

present case, it was checked that crack branching was not occurring out of the403

groove in the photographed surface of sample, at the scale of DIC measurements404

(see Figure 3), namely, of the order of the element length (i.e., ≈ 0.5 mm).405
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With the chosen magnification, the main purpose of DIC was to analyze the406

macroscopic fracture mechanics parameters, i.e., R-curve behavior , and could407

resolve the effect of the toughening mechanisms occurring at lower scales. The408

observed R-curve behavior may indicate crack branching, and although not seen409

on the strain fields reported in Figure 3, it may take place in the bulk of the410

material. For checking such mechanisms, in situ tomographies analyzed with411

Digital Volume Correlation would be a suitable approach [48].412

Figure 14: R vs. crack length for both faces with both approaches. Images taken during

unloading steps are not accounted for the computation of R.

The present study enables to assess uncertainties associated with the use413

of two different identification techniques. The latter ones provided results that414

were both considered as realistic and may be used when comparing crack prop-415

agation in different materials compositions, for instance. However, they led to416

significant differences in the crack propagation resistance curve of the investi-417

gated material (Figure 14). Thanks to the use of gray level residuals, the merit418

of both techniques could be assessed, but more importantly it could be decided419

which one was more trustworthy (i.e., IDIC in the present case).420

In order to validate the R-curves reported in Figure 14, a last study is421

performed. First, the loading history shown in Figure 2 may be integrated to422

estimate the fracture energy, γwof(v)423

γmethod
wof(v) =

1

2Amethod

∫ ∆hf

∆h0

Fv d (∆h) (22)
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where the interval [∆h0,∆hf ] corresponds to the loading envelope and the final424

unloading, ∆h is the vertical displacement of the actuator, Fv the vertical force,425

and method is substituted by IDIC or FEMU for the evaluation of the cracked426

area A. The latter is considered as the maximum crack length (∆amax for427

last point before final unloading) obtained for the method (IDIC or FEMU)428

multiplied by the thickness tg of the specimen inside the groove (i.e., 65 mm).429

It is worth noting that γwof(v) corresponds to an upper bound since it includes430

dissipated energy through friction of the loading parts.431

The splitting force Fh vs. displacement ∆δ curves are shown in Figure 15,432

in which the splitting displacement ∆δ is measured from T3DIC results at the433

locations shown in Figure 1, namely, at the same height as the splitting forces434

are applied.435

Figure 15: Splitting force (i.e., 5.715 times the vertical force) versus splitting displacement

∆δ measured at the locations shown in Figure 1.

By integrating the data shown in Figure 15, the fracture energy γwof reads436

γmethod
wof =

1

2Amethod

∫ ∆δf

∆δ0

Fh d (∆δ) (23)

where the interval [∆δ0,∆δf ] corresponds to the loading envelope and the final437

unloading. In the present case, the DIC extensometry only accounts for the438

work performed on the specimen itself, thus is more representative of the work439
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of fracture of the studied material.440

To calculate the average of R, which is denoted by R, for IDIC and FEMU441

the R-curves shown in Figure 14 are integrated442

R
method

=
1

∆amax

∫ ∆amax

∆a0

Rmethod d
(
∆amethod

)
(24)

Since the dissipated energy is consumed to create two cracked surfaces, R =443

2γwof(h) [49].444

The calculated energies are listed in Table 2. All reported values are expected445

to underestimate the fracture energy measured for the full crack propagation446

(with same methodology), which is not accessible in the experiment reported447

herein. The fracture energies have the same order of magnitude, which is a fur-448

ther validation of the R-curves predicted with IDIC and FEMU. However, IDIC449

predicts values that are closer to those obtained with DIC extensometry than450

FEMU. FEMU even provides estimates above the upper bound (i.e., γwof(v)).451

Table 2: Fracture energies (expressed in J/m2) calculated with different approaches.

Fract. energy front back mean

FEMU

2γwof(v) 114 83 99

2γwof 92 71 82

R 162 97 130

IDIC

2γwof(v) 85 69 77

2γwof 69 60 64

R 84 52 68

Even though FEMU and IDIC results are in the same range for the various452

quantities reported in the present section, IDIC results are more consistent with453

experimental data in terms of gray level residuals, but even more importantly454

when compared with independent estimates of fracture energies. For the latter455

ones, it is shown that about 20% is dissipated by friction when the upper bound456

estimate is compared with that derived from the splitting force vs. displacement457

data, or equivalently by R-curves provided by IDIC.458
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5. Conclusions459

The FEMU methodology [30] was adapted to analyze WSTs. An automated460

procedure was implemented to create an FE model with Dirichlet boundary461

conditions measured via T3DIC analyses. The crack tip position was identified,462

among several tested positions, as the one that provided the best kinematic fit.463

Interaction integrals of the FE code were used to estimate fracture-related prop-464

erties (i.e., SIFs and T -stress). This approach was compared with IDIC when465

applied to a WST [27]. First, a virtual experiment was analyzed, then followed466

by experimental analyses for both faces of a refractory castable specimen.467

FEMU allows for better T -stress estimates, while IDIC is more trustworthy468

for estimating the crack tip position and mode I SIF in the virtual experiment.469

Gray level residuals were used to check the merit of each technique directly with470

experimental pictures. FEMU residuals were farther from T3DIC than IDIC471

when considering T3DIC as the reference to check the quality of measurements,472

proving that IDIC is slightly more trustworthy than FEMU in the present case.473

IDIC provides longer crack lengths coupled with lower SIFs in comparison474

with FEMU. Consequently, the R-curve behavior is less steep for the former.475

Different levels of properties on each side and measured by each method high-476

lights the importance of such analyses performed on both sample faces. These477

differences are related to experimental imperfections such as the fine alignment478

of the wedge and microstructural heterogeneities.479

Accessing gray level residuals is a powerful tool to check analyses with the480

experimental data when the actual solution is not known. It is of utmost im-481

portance to consider the measurement regions in such analyzes. IDIC residuals482

were closer to T3DIC resulting in more reliable measurements.483

The evaluations of fracture energies were consistent with both discussed484

methods, namely, the same order of magnitude of the R-curves was obtained via485

IDIC and FEMU. When compared with FEMU, IDIC estimates were closer to486

those based on DIC extensometry. While IDIC was comparable to conventional487

methods, FEMU resulted in fracture energies greater than the experimental488
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upper bound. All these differences show that the estimation of the crack tip489

location, which was different for both investigated approaches, has to be very490

accurate. The use of the first supersingular field in Williams’ series for estimat-491

ing the crack tip location via IDIC is further validated thanks to the present492

study.493
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Abstract

A cohesive zone approach is applied to the Wedge Splitting Test (WST) using

the finite element code Abaqus to obtain the tensile strength, the fracture energy

and insight about the crack wake region. A Finite Element Model Updating

(FEMU) method, with a cost function based on the measured load (FEMU-F),

is used to calibrate the sought parameters. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)

provided the kinematic boundary conditions, and the images were also used to

define the geometry for the finite element analysis. Besides the fracture energy

analysis and the experimental load, gray level images and displacement fields

are analyzed in order to validate the results. The cohesive region is active in

the whole analyzed test as confirmed by estimates using the cohesive length.

Keywords: Cohesive zone model, digital image correlation, finite element

model updating, wedge splitting test, castable refractory

1. Introduction1

Refractory castables are ceramic materials with a fine matrix and coarser2

aggregates, which are utilized in transformation industries such as steel making3

and oil refineries [1, 2, 3]. Their main goal is to ensure functional properties4
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at high temperatures and corrosive environments, thereby calling for complex5

processing of various materials [3]. In these environments with considerable6

thermal shocks between processing cycles, it is not optimal to prevent crack7

initiation [4]. The applied approach consists in tailoring the microstructure8

with suitable compositions to make crack propagation difficult. The most im-9

portant toughening mechanisms are extrinsic resulting from the interaction of10

the crack with the microstructure. Some examples [5, 6] are crack branching,11

microcrack formation to alleviate stresses at the crack tip, bridging and phase12

transformations (e.g., tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia transformation).13

To study these toughening mechanisms, stable crack propagation tests may14

be performed in laboratory conditions. The Wedge Splitting Test (WST) al-15

lows such fracture tests to be conducted, even on quasi-brittle materials, by16

decreasing the elastic energy stored in the testing machine thanks to a wedge17

and cylinders to apply an opening (mode I) load [7, 8]. This test is commonly18

used for obtaining the fracture energy of these materials, which is a key prop-19

erty for understanding the thermal shock resistance of refractories [9, 10]. The20

advantage of this test includes a high fracture surface area to specimen volume21

ratio, which is needed for obtaining representative results if big aggregates are22

used for toughening purposes [8].23

The WST may be combined with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) for study-24

ing crack propagation. DIC is based on tracking material points during the25

loading of the sample [11, 12, 13]. It is a full-field measurement technique in-26

stead of providing local data points obtained by, say, conventional extensometry.27

Recently, several studies have reported on how to treat such results and obtain28

further information from WSTs [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].29

If toughening mechanisms are activated during fracture, it is hard to define30

a “binary” crack, with either a fully broken or fully intact material. A Fracture31

Process Zone (FPZ) is usually defined, where some damage has already occurred32

but some tractions between the crack surfaces remain [20, 21]. In that case, a33

Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) can be used [22]. The CZMs define the traction-34

separation law, which accounts for the fracture process. Several studies use35
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CZMs in Finite Element Analyses (FEA) for simulating fracture in quasi-brittle36

materials [21, 23, 24, 25, 26].37

The calibration of cohesive zone properties with DIC measurements was ad-38

dressed in various studies, mostly for modeling composites and/or adhesives.39

Measured displacements were used as Boundary Conditions (BCs) and inner40

nodal displacements in the objective function to identify the cohesive prop-41

erties of fiber-reinforced metallic laminate. Discussions about how to obtain42

elastic and cohesive properties by minimizing the gap between measured and43

calculated displacements were also reported for a fiber-reinforced cementitious44

material [27], and for plastic and PMMA with adhesive [28]. Reference [29]45

presents a sensitivity analysis in order to analyze the most relevant region for46

identifying a CZM with full-field measurements. The sensitivity for the identi-47

fication of cohesive parameters for an adhesive bonded structure is discussed in48

Ref. [30]. The authors concluded that higher sensitivity for the cohesive strength49

may be reached at pre-peak, and for the fracture energy with post-peak data.50

Traction-separation laws could be accessed directly with the kinematics of a51

Double Cantilever Beam test for composite materials [31]. The importance of52

using load data to identify a mixed-mode CZM for a composite was highlighted53

in another study [32]. Conversely, mixed-mode CZMs were calibrated without54

the need for force data, only using the images of the experiment on a microelec-55

tronic device [33].56

Some studies also showed the feasibility of combining DIC and CZM for57

other materials. In Ref. [34], a multiscale setup is introduced for analyzing a58

photodegradable copolymer. Elastic and cohesive properties for concrete ma-59

terials were identified with the Boundary Element Method coupled with DIC60

measurements [35]. Failure in metals was modeled with a CZM, which was61

calibrated with DIC data [36]. Micrometer-scale mechanisms in PMMA could62

be related to a traction-separation law using images taken close to the crack63

tip [37]. No study on castable refractories was found with such approaches.64

In the present work, the parameters of a macroscale CZM for mode I fracture65

are calibrated with a single WST by coupling DIC measurements, load data and66
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FEAs performed with the commercial code Abaqus [38] for a castable refractory.67

First, the identification framework is introduced, then followed by the methods68

and definition of the parameters to be calibrated. Last, the results are shown69

and compared with previously reported data on different methodologies.70

2. Calibration procedure71

2.1. Experiment72

The WST analyzed herein was performed on a class C, anti-erosive commer-73

cial refractory, with ultra low cement content. The detailed chemical composi-74

tion and heat treatment of the material are reported in Ref. [15]. Its processing75

and microstructure may lead to an increasing R-curve behavior with weakly76

bonded grains and initiated microcracks due to anisotropic phases and differ-77

ential thermal expansions. The sample size was 100 mm in length, 100 mm in78

height and 72.5 mm in thickness. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1 along with79

the mesh introduced in Section 2.3. It is possible to see the sample and the80

loading devices (i.e., wedge, cylinders and blocks). Two grooves (i.e., vertical81

notches, evidenced in the right image in Figure 1) are machined on the two82

opposite faces of the sample to reduce the local thickness and guide the crack83

propagation vertically [19].84
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Figure 1: Sample geometry, with the FE mesh superimposed (left). The loading parts are

visible at the top of the image. The red circles mark the nodes where the BCs are applied

(see Section 2.3). The yellow box is zoomed (right), showing the mesh aligned with the groove

edges. Triangular elements are used out of the groove, and Q4 quadrilaterals inside. The thin

strip of elements in the middle of the groove shows the cohesive elements, which are collapsed

to zero thickness for the present analyses.

The Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) used for the investigated85

methods are equal to 17 GPa (measured by the bar resonance method [39]),86

and 0.2, respectively. The fracture energy calculated as the mean R-curve value87

(obtained by Integrated-DIC) is of the order of 68 J/m2 [19]. The test was88

driven by setting the velocity of the machine actuator to 1.3 µm/s, and 31389

pictures (reference + 312) were taken for both faces of the specimen at a rate of90

one picture each 8 s. The images were simultaneously acquired with two Canon91

T5 cameras with 28–135 mm lenses, with the illumination provided by LEDs.92

The 14-bit images captured at a definition of 2601×1733 pixels are up-sampled93

to 16-bit images with a dynamic range of approximately 60,000 gray levels. The94

imaged physical size of one pixel was 62 µm. A random speckle pattern was95

sprayed onto the specimen surfaces to increase the image contrast and improve96

the DIC resolution.97
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The horizontal force versus the splitting displacement, averaged from DIC98

measurements on opposite sides of the groove, is shown in Figure 2. The red99

circles mark the envelope of the curve that will be used by the identification100

routine with always increasing opening displacements. Let us note that since101

the test was interrupted before final failure of the sample, only a lower bound102

to the work of fracture, and to the fracture energy can be obtained [19].103

0 0.05 0.1 0.15
 [mm]

0

500

1000

1500

2000

F
h
 [N

]

full curve
envelope
BC

Figure 2: Horizontal force (i.e., 5.715 times the vertical force) versus splitting displacement

∆δ averaged on both sides of the sample. The images corresponding to the displacement

envelope used in the identification are marked as red circles. Image no. 39 used for the BCc

parameter as explained in Section 2.6 is shown as a blue square.

Given the fact that the first picture was not acquired at zero load and a104

nonlinear model will be used, the displacement field accounting for this load105

offset is an additional unknown when calibrating constitutive parameters [40].106

This is in particular true for cohesive zone models [32]. Image no. 39, highlighted107

with a blue square, is chosen for the BC corrections (see Section 2.6) since it is108

considered to be in the linear elastic regime (i.e., 50% of the maximum force)109

and with higher displacement levels than the first images, thus being less affected110

by acquisition noise. Further details on the same experiment can be found in111

Refs. [15, 19].112

2.2. Digital Image Correlation113

In global DIC, the displacement field uDIC is measured by considering that114

every pixel x within the Region Of Interest (ROI) in the reference image f is115

present in the deformed (i.e., in a loaded state) image g but has moved by116
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uDIC so that the displacement field globally minimizes the gap to gray level117

conservation118

φ2 =
∑

ROI

[f(x)− g(x + uDIC(x))]
2
, (1)

which is the L2-norm of the gray level residuals ρ(x). In order to ensure a119

good conditioning of this minimization and its robustness to noise, one more120

consideration is added to regularize the kinematics of a group of pixels, namely,121

it consists in expressing the sought displacement field as122

uDIC(x) =
N∑

i=1

υiΨi(x), (2)

in which υi are the degrees of freedom, and Ψ selected vector fields. In such a123

framework, the measured displacements are obtained as124

{υDIC} = arg min
{υ}

φ2({υ}), (3)

where {υDIC} is the column vector gathering all amplitudes υi. A robust solution125

that works in most cases is choosing Ψi as finite element shape functions [41].126

In this paper, the DIC procedure is performed with 3-noded linear elements in127

a finite element discretization [42] and will be referred to as T3DIC.128

In the method presented herein, the first step is to run T3DIC since it will129

provide the necessary Boundary Conditions (BC) as explained in Section 2.3,130

and also displacement fields that can be compared with FE results. The mesh131

used for T3DIC and one displacement field (for image no. 263, i.e., the last of132

the envelope, see Figure 2) is shown in Figure 3. The average element length133

is 37 pixels. This relatively large element size is chosen in order to reduce134

uncertainties due to acquisition noise. Care was taken to properly get the con-135

tour of the sample for avoiding identification artifacts and fully exploiting the136

image contrast as shown in the zoomed yellow rectangle. The central grooves137

are designed to guide the crack propagation along the center plane. However,138

castable refractories are prone to crack branching. For this experiment, it was139

shown that no major side branches were formed and only a single macrocrack140

had propagated in the groove [19].141
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Figure 3: Sample geometry with superimposed T3DIC mesh (left). A zoom of the yellow

rectangle is presented in the middle to show the contour of the mesh close to the loading

plate. Horizontal displacement field expressed in µm for the last analyze image.

2.3. Numerical model142

The FEA is performed with the commercial code Abaqus [38]. The geometry143

is taken from the image for ensuring that the measurement by T3DIC is per-144

formed exactly on the same region. The mesh is generated with GMSH [43] and145

shown in Figure 1, in which the nodes where the Dirichlet BCs are prescribed146

are shown with red circles. The corner node is not considered due to higher147

measurement uncertainty [44]. Since the exact same contours are used for the148

DIC and FE meshes in this region, a linear interpolation is performed to get149

the BCs. The groove (see Figure 1) has a reduced out-of-plane thickness. The150

yellow box corresponds to a zoom in the groove to show the mesh details. In151

the middle of the groove, a single strip of zero thickness cohesive elements (200152

in the height) is added. Each face of the sample will be analyzed independently153

as a 2D model under plane strain hypothesis.154

2.4. Identification strategy155

The chosen identification scheme is based upon the Finite Element Model156

Updating (FEMU [45]) method. It is chosen to update the material parameters157

by reducing the difference between the calculated reaction force Fc and the158

experimentally measured force Fm. It is worth noting that the unload/reload159
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cycles are excluded from the identification since more complex CZMs would be160

necessary to accurately describe them [46]. Consequently, only the envelope161

of the curve is kept (i.e., 100 out of the 312 images for which the crack is162

propagating, see Figure 2). It is chosen to have a continuous displacement of163

the actuator.164

The identification methodology (i.e., Newton-Raphson scheme) consists in165

a nonlinear least squares minimization of χ2
F166

χ2
F ({p}) =

1

ntσ2
F

∑

t

(Fm(t)− Fc(t, {p}))2
, (4)

in which σF is the standard load uncertainty (on Fm), nt the number of time167

steps, and Fc is the computed resultant of the reaction forces, which depends168

on unknown material parameters gathered in the column vector {p}. If the169

only difference between the measured load levels Fm(t) and Fc(t, {p}) is acqui-170

sition noise, then χF will approach unity. Conversely, if there is a model error,171

then χF > 1. By considering a given starting set of parameters {pn} at itera-172

tion n, the minimization is performed by evaluating the correction {δp} on the173

linearized Fc174

Fc(t, {pn}+ {δp}) ≈ Fc(t, {pn}) +
∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {pn}){δp}, (5)

about the current estimate {pn} of the sought parameters. The minimized175

quantity then becomes176

1

ntσ2
F

∑

t

(
Fm(t)− Fc(t, {pn})−

∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {pn}){δp}
)2

. (6)

In Equation (6), the quantity to be minimized is quadratic in terms of {δp}.177

Its minimization with respect to {δp} then leads to a linear system178

[H] · {δp} = {h} (7)

where [H] is the Hessian179

[H] =
∑

t

(
∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {pn})
)>

∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {pn}) (8)
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and {h} the right hand member180

{h} =
∑

t

(Fm(t)− Fc(t, {pn}))
∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {pn}). (9)

Convergence is deemed successful when the root mean square (RMS) of the181

relative variation of the parameters is less than 10−2 between two subsequent182

iterations. The sensitivity fields ∂Fc

∂{p} are computed via finite differences in which183

the perturbation with respect to each parameter is set to 1%. The framework184

of the identification methodology may be further discussed by the sensitivity185

analysis presented in Section 3.1 using the Hessian [H].186

2.5. Cohesive law187

In this work, the selected cohesive law is the so-called PPR (Park, Paulino188

and Roesler) model [47, 48]. It was considered since the built-in cohesive models189

may give unrealistic responses for mixed mode propagations [49]. It is imple-190

mented in Abaqus with a User ELement (UEL) subroutine1 [48]. Apart from191

the groove where the crack propagates and the cohesive model is implemented,192

the remaining part of the specimen has a linear elastic behavior. The infor-193

mation about mode II propagation or compressive damage was not considered,194

but care was taken in the implementation so that it did not interfere with the195

reported results. Figure 4 shows the two parameters to be calibrated for the196

cohesive zone model used herein, namely, the cohesive strength σmax, and the197

fracture energy Jc.198

1https://paulino.ce.gatech.edu/PPR_tutorial.html
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Figure 4: Schematic traction separation law highlighting the main parameters (σmax and Jc)

to be calibrated.

For the PPR model, the constitutive behavior for mode I includes the cohe-199

sive strength σmax, and the fracture energy Jc. Two additional parameters are200

considered, namely, the initial slope λn and the shape parameter α. These last201

two parameters are chosen to be constant in the identification scheme. λn is202

kept equal to 0.005 for both cases [48], and considered as a small value within203

the stability limits [47]. The sensitivity to λn was tested and did not signifi-204

cantly affect the results. The parameter α however does change the softening205

response of the cohesive law. For the first case, its value is taken as 2 in order206

to approach a bilinear law [47] as shown in Figure 4. The second analyzed case207

considers α = 7 to change the shape of the curve (Figure 11) to check if it208

better describes the considered test. Two built-in CZMs, namely, a bi-linear209

traction-separation law and the so-called Concrete Damaged Plasticity model,210

were also tested with parameters to replicate the studied case with α = 2 and211

yielded very similar results [46]. For the sake of brevity, they are not discussed212

herein.213

2.6. Boundary condition correction214

One additional parameter is related to the non-zero load associated with the215

acquisition of the first image (Figure 2). It calls for a BC correction [32, 40]216

and will be designated as BCc. In the experiment, the reference image was217

taken with a pre-load in order to remove any slack in the loading configuration.218
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Thus, the reference image of the unloaded state is unknown, and all measured219

displacements are performed with respect to the pre-load configuration.220

The parameter BCc introduced herein thus has to correct the kinematics221

from the unloaded state to the pre-loaded state. It is chosen to define BCc as222

a multiplicative scalar of the displacement field related to a specific time step223

in the elastic regime of the experiment, and add it to the displacement fields224

for all time steps. The logical choice would be to consider the displacements225

of the very first images but they are small and consequently more affected226

by acquisition noise. Image 39 (i.e., the 24th of the envelope, see Figure 2),227

which corresponds to approximately half of the maximum load, is chosen as a228

compromise of remaining in the linear part of the load but not too close to the229

noisier beginning. The corrected displacement fields uBCc
read230

uBCc
= (BCc − 1) · u39, (10)

When BCc is equal to 1, no correction is performed. It is expected that BCc > 1231

for the correction of the reference state with an opening displacement field, i.e., a232

fraction of the displacement field measured in image 39. In the case of BCc < 1,233

a contraction displacement field would be considered in the correction.234

2.6.1. Initial parameters235

The properties used for initializing the identification scheme are listed in236

Table 1. The cohesive strength σmax was selected as the maximum T-stress237

measured in Ref. [19] with the method that provided more trustworthy results238

for the T-stress (i.e., FEMU). The initial fracture energy Jc corresponds to its239

estimate based upon Integrated-DIC results [19]. The last parameter, BCc, has240

its initial value set to one (i.e., no BC correction would be needed).241

Table 1: Initial parameters for the identification scheme.

σmax [MPa] Jc [J/m2] BCc [-]

2 68 1
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3. Results242

3.1. Sensitivity analysis243

Before performing the calibration of material parameters, a sensitivity anal-244

ysis is performed [50]. Only the case α = 2 is reported since the sensitivities are245

very close to those when α = 7. The load sensitivities are defined as246

SF (t, {p0}) =
∂Fc

∂{p} (t, {p0}), (11)

and approximated using a forward difference approach with a perturbation fac-247

tor ε = 10−2 of each parameter. Figure 5 shows the computed load sensitivity248

SF , indicating the influence of each parameter as a function of time. The influ-249

ence of the parameter BCc is very important at the beginning of the test. The250

peak influence of the cohesive strength σmax occurs in the middle of the sequence251

of images, which is related to the part of the test where the measured force is252

high. The fracture energy Jc has higher sensitivity at the end of the test, which253

is to be expected since the crack has propagated a significant distance [15, 19].254

For all parameters, the load sensitivities are significant (in comparison with the255

load uncertainty) for a one percent variation of each parameter. This result in-256

dicates that the parameters are expected to be identifiable with the considered257

test and identification procedure.258
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Figure 5: Force sensitivity to the parameters of the α = 2 case. The blue solid line is the

sensitivity to the cohesive strength σmax, with a maximum sensitivity close to the middle of

the test, i.e., near the maximum splitting load. The red dashed line is related to the fracture

energy Jc with a maximum sensitivity to the end of the test, after many elements are already

damaged. The yellow dotted line corresponds to the BC correction BCc, with maximum

sensitivity at the beginning of the test where the displacements are very small.

Figure 6(a) shows the decimal logarithm of the values of the 3 × 3 Hessian259

([H], see Equation (8)). The diagonal terms indicate the sensitivity to each260

property considered independently, and the off-diagonal members the cross in-261

fluences between parameters. In the case of fully independent parameters, only262

the diagonal terms would be different from zero. As expected from the previ-263

ous analysis, all parameters have very high sensitivities, and the conditioning264

of the system is very good (i.e., less than 10). From this sensitivity analysis,265

it is confirmed that all parameters can be calibrated with the selected test and266

identification procedure.267
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Figure 6: (a) Hessian of the identification procedure for the α = 2 case shown as decimal

logarithm. The diagonal terms show the sensitivity of each independent parameter. The off-

diagonal terms show the cross influence between the parameters. (b) Decimal logarithm of

the diagonalized Hessian. (c) Eigen column vectors associated with the diagonalization of the

Hessian.

The decimal logarithm of the diagonalized Hessian is shown in Figure 6(b).268

Given the fact that the minimum eigen value of the Hessian is very high, there269

was no need for regularizing the Newton-Raphson scheme to ensure the definite-270

ness of [H]. The first eigen value is dominant in BCc and is almost independent271

of the other parameters. The second and the third eigen values are dominant in272

σmax and Jc, in the same order of magnitude, showing that they are more corre-273

lated. Such conclusion is drawn from the eigen vectors reported in Figure 6(c).274

3.2. Calibration results275

Figure 7 shows the experimental and computed resultant forces for the two276

analyzed cases, i.e., with the PPR model and for α = 2 and α = 7. The277

identified parameters give a very good fit of the experimental curve, which is a278

first validation of the model. The differences between both cases are very small.279
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Figure 7: Experimental and computed reaction forces on the converged state for the two

analyzed cases, for the front (a) and back (b) faces of the experiment.

For easier comparison, the difference between the calculated and experimen-280

tal forces, which have been normalized by the standard load uncertainty2, are281

shown in Figure 8. Although some oscillations are seen, the mean value is plot-282

ted in dashed lines, showing that on average the error was of the order of twice283

the acquisition noise. This level is sufficiently small [32] to validate both cases.284

For the front face, α = 7 provided slightly better results (RMS error of 1.5 as285

opposed to 1.8 when α = 2), and for the back face α = 2 was a bit better286

(RMS error of 2.0 against 2.1). Overall, considering only the force residuals,287

it is concluded that α = 7 is (a bit) more suitable for the test studied herein.288

However, a bilinear model should not be excluded since its performance is also289

very good.290

2The load uncertainty is equal to 0.1 % of the 5 kN load cell capacity, i.e., 5 N for the

vertical force, namely, of the order of 30 N for the horizontal force.
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Figure 8: Absolute reaction force residuals for the two cases normalized by the standard load

uncertainty (solid lines), for both faces of the sample. The temporal average is shown as

dashed lines.

The displacement fields were not used in the identification routine except291

at very few points as BCs in the FEA. The measured and computed displace-292

ment fields can thus be compared at any other location provided the computed293

displacement field corresponding to the reference image cancels out. For the294

calibrated parameters, the relative displacements (with respect to the pre-load295

configuration) are computed and then compared to the T3DIC kinematics at296

each time step of the test. These corrected FE results (whose mesh is shown in297

Figure 1) are interpolated onto the T3DIC mesh (Figure 3) and the RMS differ-298

ence normalized by the standard displacement uncertainty is shown in Figure 9.299

The differences between front and back faces are mostly related to experimental300

inaccuracies, which are higher for the back face. The increasing trend shows301

that the numerical assumptions (i.e., the constitutive law) are less true as the302

test goes on. However, the average error is of the order of 2.5 times the displace-303

ment uncertainty for the front face, and about 1.5 times for the back face. This304

level is sufficiently low [32] to give confidence in the model considered herein.305

The differences of the mean value between both cases is negligible (i.e., of the306

order of 10−3).307
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Figure 9: RMS residual between computed and experimental displacements normalized by

the T3DIC displacement uncertainty (solid lines). The temporal average is shown as dashed

lines.

With the proposed framework, the gray level residuals from the FE results308

can also be checked. This is possible because measured displacements were309

prescribed as BCs in the numerical model, and the computed displacement310

fields were corrected to account for the fact that the reference configuration311

corresponds to the pre-loaded sample. The gray level residuals read312

ρFEA(x, t) = f(x)− gt(x + uFEA(x, t)) (12)

where uFEA is the computed displacement field, after taking out the pre-load313

kinematics related to BCc, interpolated onto the T3DIC mesh. The same frame-314

work used for performing T3DIC may then be used to evaluate the gray level315

residuals. The RMS level of ρFEA(x, t) performed over all pixel location x of316

the ROI normalized by the corresponding T3DIC residual ρDIC(x, t)317

rmsROI[ρFEA(x, t)]

rmsROI[ρDIC(x, t)]
(13)

for each image is shown in Figure 10, where318

ρDIC(x, t) = f(x)− gt(x + uDIC(x, t)) (14)

The former is only 50 to 60 % higher than the latter in which no hypothesis319

was made on the constitutive behavior. This observation further validates the320
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overall trends of both cases. As reported for the displacement residual, the mean321

value of the normalized gray level residual between both cases is of the order of322

10−3.323
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Figure 10: Gray level residuals using FEA kinematics (ρFEA) normalized by the gray level

residuals obtained from T3DIC (ρ). The temporal average is shown as dashed lines.

Figure 11 shows the traction vs. separation responses for each calibrated324

model. The curves represent the response of the most damaged element, i.e.,325

the closest element to the pre-crack, showing that no element was fully dam-326

aged (i.e., the maximum level is equal to ≈ 0.85 and 0.75 when α = 2 and327

α = 7, respectively). It is worth remembering that complete propagation was328

not achieved since the experiment was performed until 70 % of the peak load329

(Figure 2).330
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Figure 11: Traction vs. separation responses of the most damaged element for the two cases

calibrated with the front face data. The response for the mesh sensitivity analysis (discussed

at the end of this section) is shown when α = 2, where the main difference at the end of the

curve is of the order of 0.01 MPa.

Table 2 gathers the calibrated parameters for each studied case when initial-331

ized with the set given in Table 1. The traction vs. separation curves (Figure 11)332

are similar for both cases, close to a bilinear response when α = 2, and with a333

nonlinear softening when α = 7. They all converged after at most five iterations334

of the FEMU-F procedure. It is possible to see that σmax varies in the range335

1.70 ± 0.15 MPa for the two cases; Jc has a difference of almost 20 % from336

α = 2 to α = 7, with a smaller difference if the same case is considered and337

both faces are compared. The BCc difference highlights that the wedge was338

not fully aligned. It is possible to conclude that the wedge was applying more339

force on the back face of the specimen at the beginning of the test. It is worth340

noting that the cohesive strengths σmax are of the same order of magnitude as341

the maximum T-stresses reported in Ref. [19].342
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Table 2: Converged parameters on the identification scheme for the two studied cases.

face α σmax [MPa] Jc [J/m2] BCc [-]

front 2 1.79 82 1.314

7 1.84 100 1.320

back 2 1.58 89 0.897

7 1.59 115 0.906

Although the mesh is finer than classical guidelines for cohesive elements [51,343

52, 53, 54] (i.e., 200 elements in the total length of the propagation path, which344

will be shown to be less than the process zone length in Section 3.3.2), a mesh345

sensitivity analysis was performed with a finer mesh having more than 3 times346

the number of cohesive elements (i.e., 620). When the subsequent FEMU-F347

procedure was initialized with the parameters calibrated with the coarser mesh,348

only one iteration was needed to reach convergence (i.e., the parameter differ-349

ences were less than 0.5 %). This observation proves that the two solutions are350

very close, which is confirmed in Figure 11(a) in terms of the traction separa-351

tion law. From this analysis it is concluded that mesh convergence was achieved352

with the 200-cohesive element mesh. All the results of the next section were also353

checked for the two mesh densities and no tangible differences were observed.354

For the sake of brevity, they will not be presented.355

3.3. Discussion356

3.3.1. Fracture energy357

In order to better understand the simulated fracture behavior, one last anal-358

ysis is proposed. The displacements of the nodes of each cohesive element on359

the identification analysis are applied as BCs in a zip-like model, namely, only360

using the cohesive elements. With this approach, it is ensured that the same ex-361

perimental kinematics is applied. It follows that the reaction forces at each node362

can be extracted. From the reaction forces, the tractions in each element and363

each time step are available. Using the traction / separation of each element,364

the dissipated energy can be computed. The vertical (mode II) displacements365
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and corresponding reaction forces are insignificant and are thus not accounted366

for hereafter.367

The mode I tractions TI are shown in Figure 12 for the front face. The368

image number on the x-axis is related to the time step for the envelope images369

(Figure 2). The y-axis is the vertical position of each node along the groove,370

i.e., y = 0 is the node closest to the pre-crack and y = 60 mm the one at the371

bottom of the sample. A compressive zone develops after image no. 40, which372

hinders the propagation but does not stop the crack. Even though the color373

bar is fixed from −2 to 2 MPa for easier visualization, the minimum level is374

approximately −9 MPa. Similar figures are generated for the back face, which375

are reported in Appendix A (Figure 17).376
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Figure 12: Normal traction (expressed in MPa) history for the front face when α = 2 (a) and

α = 7 (b). The black dotted line shows the location for which the cohesive strength σmax was

reached.

It is worth noting that σmax was not reached for the last elements since the377

test was not performed until final failure. For the same reason, non-vanishing378

tractions are still observed in the first elements. The region where the energy is379

being dissipated is large (i.e., many damaged cohesive elements), with remaining380

cohesion even close to the pre-crack. Only the elements closest to the initial381

notch experience small traction levels, which indicates that their damage level is382

high. To determine the fractured surface, it is possible to consider an equivalent383
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damage variable for any CZM. For each node, the damage parameter is defined384

as385

D = 1− σI
σmax

when 0 < JuIK < δc (15)

where σI is the mode I traction (whose spacetime history is shown in Figures 12386

and 17), JuIK the mode I opening displacement, δc the maximum separation,387

and σmax the cohesive strength. The damage variable history calculated with388

Equation (15) for the front face and both analyzed α is shown in Figure 13.389

Although the material is quasi-brittle, Figure 13 shows that the damage grows390

slowly. About two thirds of the sample have been damaged at the end of the391

reported test. Some cohesion remains along the whole propagation path (as392

already discussed above). However, there is a ligament in which no damage at393

all has occurred. The same trends are observed for the back face, as reported394

in Appendix A (Figure 18).395
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Figure 13: Damage history for the front face when α = 2 (a) and α = 7 (b). The black dotted

line shows the location for which the damage variables starts to grow (i.e., when the cohesive

strength σmax was reached).

The elementary fracture energy corresponds to the area under the cohesive396

response. It is obtained by integrating the opening displacement vs. traction397

responses of each cohesive element. At a given step, the dissipated energy is398

calculated by removing the elastic energy from the total work of each element.399

Figure 14 shows the dissipated energy for each cohesive element of the front face400
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of the analyzed cases. The maximum possible dissipated energy is equal to Jc401

(i.e., 82 J/m2 for α = 2 and 100 J/m2 for α = 7). Not a single element reached402

this value, since the maximum level is found equal to 71 J/m2 and 64 J/m2,403

respectively. The same tendencies are observed for the back face (Figure 19).404
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Figure 14: Elementary dissipated energy (expressed in J/m2) for the front face, with α = 2

(a) and α = 7 (b). The black dotted line shows the location for which the cohesive strength

σmax was reached.

Let us consider the cracked surface as the damaged area, i.e., the region405

from the first to the last cohesive elements that reached σmax. The total dis-406

sipated energy is calculated by multiplying the elementary dissipated energy407

(see Figure 14) by the element area, and summing the contributions of every408

element at each time step. The total dissipated energy is shown as a function409

of the “crack” length (as defined above) in Figure 15. An exponential interpo-410

lation describes the observed trends, which means that as the damaged zone411

grows, a bigger energy increment is needed to further propagation. Overall, the412

crack propagated a little farther and dissipated more energy in the back face,413

as seen in Figure 15. This result was expected from the conclusions analyzing414

the BCc parameter (i.e., tilted wedge applying more force on the back side).415

When α = 2 case, the crack propagated a little farther and more energy was416

dissipated on both faces of the sample.417
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Figure 15: Dissipated energy in the analyzed test for the studied parameters. Solid lines

represents the front face results, and the back face ones are in dashed lines.

To evaluate the global fracture energy, Gc, let us consider Ediss as the total418

dissipated energy in the specimen during crack propagation419

Gc =
∂Ediss

∂A
(16)

where the derivative describes how much energy is dissipated for each unitary420

increment of cracked area. Before taking the derivative, an exponential fit is421

considered to suppress the amplification of measurement uncertainties. The422

corresponding results are shown in Figure 16. Both cases lead to consistent423

results with small differences on the curvature, maximum crack length, and424

Gc level for a given face. Longer cracks are seen at the back of the specimen425

when the results of the two faces are compared. It is worth noting that the426

curve reported in Figure 16 is not physically allowed to start from Gc = 0, since427

there is a minimum energy to break chemical bounds. However, this works aims428

to analyze propagating macrocracks, and at this scale, the resolution was not429

sufficient to check for the very beginning of this curve.430
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Figure 16: Global fracture energy Gc predicted by the studied CZMs, which are calculated

from the exponential fit of the total dissipated energy. The results from the front face are in

solid lines and for the back face in dashed lines.

To check these results and compare them with earlier estimates [15, 19], the431

mean level Gc is calculated432

Gc =
1

∆amax

∫ ∆amax

0

Gc(a) da (17)

where ∆amax denotes the maximum length of the damaged area. The values433

of Gc are reported in Table 3. A good agreement is observed with the values434

reported in Refs. [15, 19] when integrated DIC is considered. The values are435

father apart with FEMU-U [19] (i.e., with a cost function using displacement436

measurements) is used instead. With the present case, it is not possible to437

clearly distinguish which α is better since both yielded very low residuals and438

consistent results.439

Table 3 compares the fracture energy predicted the proposed approach with440

two other independent methods applied to the same experiment. Although the441

methodologies reported in Refs. [15, 19] do not use CZMs, the energetic approach442

allows such comparisons. The fracture energies obtained with the PPR model443

are very close for the front and back faces, while those reported before had more444

significant differences. It is believed that it may related to the BCc parameter,445

which corrects for the unknown fully unloaded state and was not accounted for446

with the other methods [15, 19]. For the finer mesh and α = 2, the average447

fracture energy is found equal to 62.2 J/m2, which is very close to the level448
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found with the coarser mesh (Table 3). This observation further confirms the449

quasi mesh independence of the results reported herein.450

Table 3: Average fracture energy Gc expressed in J/m2 for the two CZMs applied to the back

and front faces separately. These predictions are compared with earlier results obtained by

two independent approaches (i.e., integrated DIC [15] and FEMU-U [19])

model front face back face

PPR (α = 2) 61.3 62.4

PPR (α = 7) 63.5 62.2

IDIC] 84 52

FEMU-U] 162 97
] according to Refs. [15, 19]

In order to improve the proposed methodology, the identification could be451

coupled for both faces, or even based on 3D simulations. Implementation of452

cohesive elements with similar approaches for cases where the crack bifurcates453

on the surfaces is also an interesting outlook. Last, 4D analyses via in-situ454

tests in x-ray tomographs may elucidate further the crack paths and fracture455

mechanisms taking place in such materials.456

3.3.2. FPZ size457

Since nonzero tractions are still predicted even close to the precrack at the458

end of the test, a final discussion about the FPZ size and its relationship with the459

material is discussed. With the identified parameters, the so-called Hillerborg460

size `H [20] is evaluated461

`H =
EJc
σ2

max

(18)

and reported in Table 4. The length of the process zone is generally a fraction462

of `H [55]. In the present case, the FPZ length is of the order of ca. 50 mm (see463

Figures 12 to 16, for instance), which is one order of magnitude smaller than464

`H .465
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Table 4: `H for the studied cases in millimeters.

model front face back face

PPR (α = 2) 434 604

PPR (α = 7) 500 773

The estimate of the FPZ length leads to the conclusion that the FPZ was466

not yet fully developed, which is proven by the remaining stresses close to the467

pre-crack. This also explains the increasing energy release rate curve [56]. To468

further analyze the FPZ, the test should be continued until the end of the469

propagation, or in the case of materials with high `H as the one studied herein,470

a longer sample would be preferable.471

The obtained fracture parameters and the FPZ length are consistent with472

the material microstructure and its processing. The analyzed composition is473

suitable for fluidized catalytic cracking units that operate in temperature ranges474

of 550 to 800 ◦C. Such materials are not sintered in situ as other refractories, and475

thus, their resistance strongly depends on the hydraulic bindings and packing476

of the raw material [57]. As this specimen was fired at low temperature (i.e.,477

500 ◦C [19]), it is expected to have aggregates weakly bonded to the matrix478

and microcracks related to the anisotropy of the phases [57]. The initiation of479

a crack is easy in such materials, which explains the low level of the cohesive480

strength σmax. Since the specimen cannot store much elastic energy prior to481

crack initiation (i.e., the elastic energy is proportional to σ2
max), the latter is482

easy and occurs very early on, and subsequent crack branches and bridging483

are possible, thereby dissipating more energy through friction and leading to a484

considerably higher Jc. In the present case, it is believed that crack bridging485

is the most likely mechanism since no branches were detected macroscopically486

on the investigated faces [19]. All these effects result in a large FPZ that in the487

case investigated herein spans over all the propagation path.488
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4. Conclusions489

A FEMU-F methodology was applied to calibrate cohesive properties, i.e.,490

the cohesive strength (σmax) and the fracture energy (Jc), of the so-called PPR491

model. Only the reaction forces were considered in the cost function to be min-492

imized. By using the geometry seen on digital images to build the FE mesh,493

T3DIC results were directly used as boundary conditions to drive the simula-494

tions. The same region being used in T3DIC and FE analyses also allowed the495

experimental displacements to be compared with the simulated kinematics. The496

Hessian matrix was directly analyzed to infer the conditioning and sensitivity of497

the identification scheme to the sought parameters. It was also proposed to add498

a third parameter related to the correction of the applied boundary conditions.499

The two studied softening regimes of the cohesive law resulted in similar500

material properties. Both σmax and Jc were identified in the range of castable501

refractories, with values close to identifications obtained via integrated DIC [15,502

19]. The cohesive strengths were very close on both analyzed faces of the sample,503

while some deviation of the order of 20 % was reported for the fracture energy.504

However, the dissipated energy was similar for both sides of the sample. The505

parameters identified for the cohesive law allowed the Hillerborg length to be506

calculated. When coupled with the traction space-time history of the cohesive507

elements, it gives insight into FPZ length. The boundary condition corrections508

were significantly different for both analyzed faces, thereby emphasizing that509

the wedge was slightly tilted at pre-load. It is worth noting that the thickness510

of the specimen combined with the presence of aggregates on the composition511

makes it difficult to perfectly align the wedge. However, the proposed approach512

showed robustness to tackle this misalignment.513

The present study shows the feasibility of modeling crack propagation of514

castable refractories tested in the WST with cohesive elements. Cohesive pa-515

rameters were calibrated with good correlations to previously reported fracture516

parameters for the same experiment. The residuals in force, displacement and517

gray level were very close to the noise level, which validates the methodology518
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and the investigated model. Given the fact that damage did not reach its maxi-519

mum value explains why an ever increasing R-curve response was observed. This520

means that the extent of the process zone spans over most of the crack surface.521

The rather long fracture process zone is related to a low tensile strength (i.e.,522

easy crack initiation) and high fracture energy. It is believed that most of the523

energy is dissipated through friction by aggregate bridging in the present case,524

since they are weakly bonded to the matrix after low temperature firing.525
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Appendix A704

The space-time history of the cohesive tractions for the back face is shown705

for the two analyzed cases in Figure 17. When α = 7, the damaged zone is706

smaller and develops later on. At the end of the test, the extent of the damaged707

zones is similar in both cases.708
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Figure 17: Normal traction (expressed in MPa) history for the back face, with α = 2 (a) and

α = 7 (b). The black dotted line shows the location for which the cohesive strength σmax was

reached.

The damage history for the back face is shown in Figure 18. Although the709

most damaged element reaches a level less than 0.9, most of the specimen is710

damaged at the end of the test. This observation applies in both cases.711
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Figure 18: Damage history for the back face with α = 2 (a) and α = 7 (b). The black dotted

line shows the location for which the cohesive strength σmax was reached.

The spacetime history of elementary dissipated energy for the back face is712

shown in Figure 19. The maximum level that can be reached is equal to Jc, but713

no element has achieved such dissipation in both cases.714
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Figure 19: Elementary dissipated energy (in J/m2) history for the back face when α = 2 (a)

and α = 7 (b). The black dotted line shows the location for which the cohesive strength σmax

was reached.
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